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Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
to Speak at Graduation
Bv SAMIA NASEEM
Staff Writer
Dean Young announced last month that Supreme
Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor will be the 2003 com
mencement speaker. Although the faculty and administra
tion were pleased with the decision, student reaction was
mixed.
An email sent by Young summarized Justice
O'Connor's accomplishments. O'Connor attended Stanford
University for both her bachelor's and law degrees.
O'Connor was a civilian attorney for the United States
Army in Frankfurt. She practiced private law and was ap
pointed to the Arizona state Senate, winning re-election
twice. O'Connor was elected to a county superior court
and later appointed to the Arizona Court of Appeals. In
1981, O'Connor was appointed to the Supreme Court of
the United States, making her the first female Associate
Justice in the history of the court.
Many 3Ls said they were proud to have O'Connor
as their commencement speaker. 3L Will Garvin said, "I
think Justice O'Connor will do an excellent job speaking,
and I think that she was a great choice for the commence
ment." Others were indifferent to the news. 3L Michael

Snyder noted, "I'm okay with this choice. It could be worse
- the speaker could be Justice Scalia or Thomas," he said.
"I hope O'Connor keeps it fairly brief."
Other students felt there were better choices. Some

Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor
noted that the law school is comprised of a fair number of
minorities and yet all of the recent speakers have been
white, including Justice Rehnquist, Attorney General Janet
Reno, and Senator William Mitchell. 3L Tamara Binns

Law School to See More
Improvements
BY ALEXANDER SAUNDERS

Staff Writer
The new improvements in Lerner are
just the beginning of an ambitious project
to expand the Law School and provide nu
merous amenities and conveniences to stu
dents. Many students may have already
taken advantage of the Kelly Lounge, which
provides 1360 square feet of room to meet,
study, and access the internet through wire
less connections.
But on the horizon, students will see
the addition of a new expanded Hard
Lounge, a new elevator in Stockton Hall,
and a new expanded Soft Lounge which will
have a new pantry, new entrances and bath
rooms. Additionally the Stuart building
should be up and running for use by the
law school by the start of the next fall se
mester. This will allow for a drastic change
for the incoming lLs: smaller class sizes.
The Legal Writing classes will also
have more spaces in which to meet, mean
ing fewer late evening classes for the in
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coming students. "The Adjuncts and Dean's
Fellows don't want to be teaching at 11
o'clock at night," said Dean Tom Morrison.
"The new rooms open up the possibility for
classes at different times."
The new building will also offer wire
less capabilities. Morrison says that the
wireless system has been "over-wired" to
provide ample access for students. In some
places steps have been taken to provide
enough nodes for twice as many students
as would be using the wireless system, thus
ensuring no degradation in the quality of
the wireless connection.
The Elliot School, which is currently
using portions of the Stuart building, is
moving to a new building on E Street. This
new building for the Elliot School is be
hind schedule, making it impossible for the
Elliot School to move at the start of this
year as originally planned. Nevertheless, the
Stuart building should be a part of the law
school by the start of next semester.
The objective is to provide what
Morrison calls "signature space," which
will remind students where they are and
unify the old with the new portions of the
Law School, which will be housed in the
newly renovated Stuart building. "Space is
a premium, there's no doubt about that,'
explained Morrison.
The cost of the renovations in the
Stuart building are estimated to be in the
neighborhood of four million dollars. This
is, according to Morrison, offset by the fact
that the Stuart building was given to the
law school at no additional cost. The Law
School is in negotiations with the Univer-

See IMPROVEMENTS page 7

said, "I would have liked to see a minority speaker, man or
woman."
3L Dani Schwartz commented, "Justice
O'Connor is well known, but I f elt there were better and
more interesting choices." Among students' favorites were
Dave Chapel and Judge Posner.
Most students said they are fairly comfortable with
the speaker and are more disgruntled with the administra
tion. All students who were questioned said they had no
idea how a list of speakers was formulated or how O'Connor
was picked. "To my knowledge, the administration did not
communicate with students at all once the ballots were in,
said Schwartz. "This lack of communication has become a
disturbing pattern in the Law School. I don't even know if
Justice O'Connor won the vote or if an administrator sim
ply selected her name."
Some students alleged that the administration gave
students a mistaken impression that their votes count in
the decision-making process, while others complain sim
ply about being left in the dark. Many efforts were made to
contact Young for his comments, but he was not available
to respond.
The faculty and administration have expressed great

See JUSTICE page 7

Professor Kerr to Clerk for

Supreme Court Justice
BY MARK HERSHFIELD

Editor-in-Chief
Most law students know Orin S. Kenas a criminal law or computer crimes pro
fessor. Come early July, they will know Pro
fessor Kerr as a law clerk for Justice An
thony Kennedy. After a se
ries of interviews. Kerr got
the call this month from
Justice Kennedy, a 14-year
member of the Supreme
Court, offering him a posi
tion as his law clerk.
Kerr, who received
his J.D. from Harvard Uni
versity, is excited about the
opportunity to clerk on the
Supreme Court. He previ
ously clerked for Judge
Leonard Garth on the Third
^ .
Circuit, prior ,0 working a,
the Department of Justice
and later joining the faculty
at the law school. When his friends ap
proached him about the idea of clerking at
the Supreme Court, he jumped at the op
portunity, explaining that "it sounded like
the greatest legal job there is." Kerr thought
his chance of nabbing the position was a
long shot, but a few weeks ago he got the
job.
For the most part, Supreme Court
Justices choose law clerks from graduating
classes of prominent law schools or from
recent law school graduates. Professor Rob
ert Brauneis, a member of the Clerkship
Committee, commented that professors
serving as law clerks are rare, but "certainly
not unheard of." Kerr also noted that this

type of situation has "happened a handful
of times before."
The announcement that Kerr had
been chosen as a law clerk for a Supreme
Court justice was well received by his col
leagues. Brauneis remarked that this news
was "wonderful" as he also pointed out that
the selection of Kerr to
serve as a law clerk "will
increase the visibility [of
GW] at the court." Profes
sor Brad Clark, Chair of the
Clerkship Committee, also
noted that this news could
be helpful for law students
if "we can get him to push
GW applicants while he's
there."
Kerr is especially ex
cited that he will be
clerking for Kennedy. Ap
,,
....
plicants do not choose the
Justice they wish to clerk
for but are instead chosen
by the individual Justice. Kerr character
ized him as a "swing-vote justice." Profes
sor Todd Peterson concurred in this assess
ment. "Justice Kennedy is clearly one of the
pivotal swing Justices on the Court, he
said. "Although not quite as pivotal as Jus
tice [Sandra Day] O'Connor, he is prob
ably next in line among the swing votes."
Peterson added, "As a result, his. views of
ten make the difference on how a close case
is resolved."
Kerr views this position as a poten
tial learning experience. He feels this clerk
ship position is an opportunity to get

See KERR page 7
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Still Waiting for
Your Grades?

What I Learned from
Watching American Idol
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER

Opinion Editor
For most students, the past month has been stressful. For weeks, we've
gone through the dreaded routine of checking for grades. Hoping each day to
find grades waiting, we are usually disappointed. Unlike many other law schools
throughout the country, grading at GW is a long, taxing, pain
ful process.
The SBA has encouraged professors to get with the pro
gram and produce grades in a reasonable time. This campaign,
despite a strong effort and courageous leadership, has not been
successful. First-year grades were released one week earlier
than in the past, but what about upper level grades?
The campaign has failed largely because of the power
structure at the law school. Only administrators can force the
faculty to act reasonably, but they steadfastly refuse to take
action.. Despite having the power to do so, they remain too
afraid to make demands on the faculty. The Nota Bene scoffs
at such cowardly behavior.
It should not take professors six weeks to grade exams,
and for Scantron™ exams, six days is too long. Sure, the
official SBA formula does not begin tolling until Jan. 2, but
several of the school's sharper professors clearly used the dog
days of December to start grading, and turned in grades long
ago. Remember when teachers in grade school returned your
exam two days after you took it and then apologized for being
slow? The slow professors should apologize for unleashing
unnecessary anxiety on the student body and crippling the job
prospects of some by delaying applications for jobs that re
quire up-to-date grades.
For every problem there is a solution. Inspired by cre
ative laws that many states have launched to quell prostitution,
the Nota Bene calls on students to "shame" faculty members
who insist on grading at a snail's pace. If you are a 2L, 3L or
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\ ^Land received a grade from a professor after Jan. 2.0th, email

I NotaBenetS)law, gwu.edu and report the slowpoke's name and
class. The Nota Bene will publish the names of professors
who do not taking the grading process seriously in the House
Editorial in its next edition. And don't worry ~ your name
will remain confidential, although the names of those professors who are tardy
will not! It's too bad students have to resort to such measures, but some profes
sors clearly do not understand the importance of returning grades quickly. It's
time to clear things up.
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Back in the summer, I avidly watched our legal mill. Please get out."
Such a statement sounds utterly dev
the first American Idol series, so when the
second series was announced, I felt com astating to a candidate who worked very
hard in law school, but some things are hard
pelled to watch again.
For those of you who are unfamiliar to swallow. With a kind rejection letter,
with the series (those who have been living where one loses out on a large-firm oppor
on Mars for the last year), the judges, Randy tunity, one just keeps trying the same types
Johnson, Paula Abdul, and Simon Cowell, of places over and over again.
Wait a minute! This was supposed to
tour the United States listening to just about
everyone who wants to sing. They pick the be a piece on a television show, right. Well,
people they like and send them to the fi no, I just wanted to take the opportunity to
nals in Hollywood. Of course, the amateurs tell some people to wake up. I have known
they do not like (more like detest) are sent people to moan about not getting the
$120,000-a-year job
back home.
or working at some
The things that
so-called prestigious
make the American
Simon would be perfect as law firm. Now per
Idol series so popular
are the introduction
sonally I think large
an employer in the Fall
of
good-looking
law firms are ridicu
Interview Program.
young talent to the
lous entities to begin
Instead of sitting back in
mainstream
(the
with, but I think they
"bubblegum" factor)
are entitled to their
a "screening interview"
selection criteria, as
and, of course, the
and asking stupid
attitudes of the judges
misguided as they
on the show. This
are. (This is not sour
questions about a
grapes; I never ap
tell-it-like-it-is atti
candidate's hometown
plied to these firms.)
tude is a breath of
and field of interest, he
No offense, but it
fresh air to some, but
seems
like those who
has been interpreted
could just simply tell it
end up at these sodifferently by others.
like it is.
Simon Cowell,
called law firms are
British record pro
either suicidal, mis
ducer and creator of American Idol, has guided, or materialistic.
taken harsh criticism over the last six

I th ink it would be nice to earn a high

months for his judging style. Instead of say
ing thank you and kindly rejecting one's
sub-par performance, he sits back in his
chair, ridicules performers, shatters every
one of their dreams, and sends them away
all teary-eyed. In a recent interview on the
Conan O'Brien Show, Simon justified his
rough judging style by saying that he is
doing the poor contestants a service in mak
ing them think realistically and stop pur
suing a dream that could never become a
reality.
A lot of people think Simon is a cruel
person to shatter people's dreams, but I per
sonally think we could use a person like
him in the world. For instance, I think a
person like Simon would be perfect as an
employer in the Fall Interview Program.
Instead of sitting back in a "screening in
terview" and asking stupid questions about
a candidate's hometown and field of inter
est, he could just simply tell it like it is.
Just think about it, he could say: "I cannot
believe you got a B- in Criminal Law. What
are you doing here if you didn't get on Law
Review? You will never make it at the pres
tigious law firm of WASP & WASP, LLP,
and you are not qualified to be a drone in

salary in this over-priced excuse for a me
tropolis and give my future wife all sorts of
expensive gifts and vacations. However, at
the same time I have to think about the per
sonal cost involved. The great gifts and
vacations are nothing compared to simply
being around and enjoying the company of
one's family and friends. I e njoy having a
personal life, and the thought of spending
90 hours a week working makes me ill.
Possibly if it were my own business or some
thing I had an ownership stake in, I would
love the work, but putting in that many
hours for a simple paycheck is horrible.
I have met all sorts of people here in
Washington, and I never met anyone who
worked at a large law firm with anything
nice to say about their experiences. I have
had many jobs in my adulthood, but I at
least have something nice to say about all
of them. If I w ere in a l arge law firm envi
ronment, from what I g ather, I don't think
I would have liked it at all.
So how would a person like Simon
Cowell help me and others like me? I think
he could steer all of us away from wasting
our time trying to get something we would
never have liked anyway.
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The SBA Beat
BY TROY D. BYERS

Staff Writer
NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY

And Then There Were Four
The r ecent closure of the Environmental Law Journal is unlikely to affect the other
GW law journals, says Dean Roger Transgrud. The George Washington Law
Review and the George Washington International Law Review are not in danger of
meeting the same fate as the Environmental Law Journal because their larger staffs
of faculty advisors and student editors share much of the burden of soliciting and
editing articles. The Environmental Law Journal, on the other hand, was run by
Professor Reitze, who was largely responsible for coordinating, maintaining, and
even providing content for the publication with a smaller student staff. After four
years of heroic service, Reitze decided in November not to continue the publica
tion.
I D on't Feel So Good
1 he University s Webmail server was down from Friday, January 24th until service
was restored January 29th, although persistent problems necessitated further
shutdowns of the system. Those attempting to send email to University email
addresses received messages informing senders that the messages were undeliverable, although delivery would automatically be attempted for another four days.

I'd Like to Buy a . . .
On Tuesday February 4th, The Law School will be hosting a government contracts
forum to address the future of government services contracting. The forum will
feature a number of government contacts experts, including professors Fred Lees,
Steven Schooner, and Christopher Yukins, as well as speakers from the Office of
Federal Procurement Policy and the Department of Defense. One focus of the forum
will be Defense Authorization Act Section 803, which is affecting federal govern
ment procurement.

Coming Soon to a Campus Near You
The University's Department of Theatre and Dance will be presenting The Laramie
Project at the Dorothy Betts Marvin Theater from February 27th to March 2nd. The
play details the emotions of residents in Laramie, Wyoming, a town that was at the
center of the 1998 hate-related murder of college student Matthew Shepard. The
play was performed in New York City in 2000 and received recognition from Time
magazine.

Play Ball
Representatives of coalitions recently met with Major League Baseball to determine
where the Montreal Expos will be playing next season. Two of the top candidates
for teams are Northern Virginia and the District. Portland, Oregon is another city
vying for a major league franchise. If the Expos move to the metropolitan Washing
ton, D.C. area, a stadium would have to be built, although for the first few seasons
RFK Stadium could be used. RFK Stadium was originally built to serve as a
baseball stadium and was used in that capacity until the Washington Senators
became the Texas Rangers in the early 1970s. Spring training starts in early Feb.,
although the Expos will be playing a portion of their home games in San Juan,
Puerto Rico.

Francis Bacon wrote, "It is a secret,
both in nature and state, that it is safer to
change many things at once." This advice
is apparently no secret to the SBA as it in
stigated and debated many changes in re
cent weeks. The initial session of the SBA
included the replacement of Etan Mark as
3L Representative by Kayla Hall, passage
of a constitutional amendment abridging
the president's removal power, and a pre
sentation of building renovation plans by
Professor Peter Raven-Hansen, Chairman
of the Building Committee.
President Famuyiwa formally pre
sented his nominee for Mark's 3L repre
sentative replacement after his resignation
at the end of last semester over Famuyi wa's
removal of Student Services Co-Director
Tree Martschink. Kayla Hall, who was serv
ing as the Elections Chair, was accepted
overwhelmingly by the representatives to
replace Mark.
Hall said of her new position, "I hope
to keep an open dialog between students
and the SBA so that we as a body can ad
dress the concerns of our constituents."
Hall, who has previously served on the In
terview Committee and two Faculty Student
Facilities, views SBA involvement as a vi
tal part of student well-being and a duty
not to be taken lightly. "The SBA is our
student resource to address our concerns
and voice our needs. There is a huge amount
of behind the scenes work that the mem
bers of the SBA are involved with, and all
students should know that we are fighting
for our interests on alt \c\e\s."

initiated only upon request by the person
in question. A two-thirds vote by the repre
sentatives could reinstate the official.
According to Judiciary Committee
member Jason Karasik, 1202 (c) was de
signed to more efficiently and explicitly
demarcate the power of the president to re
move executive officers and the board's
ability to review such decisions through a
rudimentary appeals process. In response
to the change, Famuyiwa stated, if the presi
dent does not abuse his discretion, the
chances of a dismissed board member get
ting two thirds of the reps to oppose the
president's decision, conceivably, will not
be high... [i]n the end, I think that it is a
fair check on the discretion of the presi
dent.
Of significance to 1 Ls, 2Ls, and pro
spective law students are the physical
changes the Law School will be making
starting this summer and continuing for
several years. Raven-Hansen briefed the
SBA on planned building renovations and
took feedback on issues concerning ameni
ties potentially available to future students.
Stuart and Lisner Halls, both pres
ently belonging to the Elliot School of In
ternational Studies, will be given to the Law
School as the Elliot School moves to its new
location on E Street between 19th and 20Ih
Streets. The acquisition of these new build
ings will add sorely needed classroom and
office space to the Law School.
The most contentious point of the
Tenovatvons to iVve st udents was tVve fu ture

oi VYtc ma\\Y>oxts XYuxv Yvr*» x\y«, \va\\w
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In a related matter. Bylaw 1202 was
formally amended after a failed attempt at
the end of last semester to repeal it. Bylaw

Stockton Hall. Building plans call for re
moving the records office to create a larger
lounge that extends to the 20th Street exte

1202 (a)(1), which gives the president the
power to remove members of his cabinet,
was amended to grant the person to be re
moved an opportunity to request a reinstate
ment period that would include a hearing
and vote of t he representatives. This rein
statement procedure, codified as Bylaw
1202 (c), is not mandatory and would be

rior wall. Logistics and aesthetics make
the placement of the mailboxes in t he new
scheme problematic. Criticisms of the re
moval of the mailboxes dominated the dis
cussion with arguments for retaining the
mailboxes ranging from the conveyance of
non-emailable objects to other students to

See SBA page 7

SBA Budget Cut Fifteen Percent
BY JOHN LOVRICH

Staff Writer
The SBA did not submit its Mid-Year Budget by the
January 24th deadline. As a result, they stand to lose over
$2100, which is fifteen percent of the remaining SBA bal
ance. This decision follows in accordance with the SA
Bylaws. Since the Finance Committee diligently enforced
this penalty, there seems to be little chance that they will
be willing to reverse its imposition. SA Finance Commit
tee Member Dan Ericson commented "Policy is policy, by
laws are bylaws - we had no wiggle room."
"The blame for this should be shared by all who are
associated with the Law School," said Mark Hershfield,
one of the Law School's Senators in the Student Associa
tion. "However, most of the blame does deserve to go to
the treasurer. When you are in charge of so much money,
you must be diligent."
"I would like to sincerely apologize to the law school
student body for my failure to meet this deadline and for
the penalty that has resulted from it in a year in which the
budget is already stretched nearly to the limit," offered
Zach Ellis, SB A Treasurer. "We will utilize the remaining
money in our already depleted reserve account to cover
this loss. We will [try] to recoup all, or at least part, of this
loss [through co-sponsorships]." Ericson, a Graduate-atLarge Senator from the Law School, also suggested seek
ing co-sponsorships.
It appears that the responsibility for this mistake rests
squarely on the shoulders of the SBA. However, as with
most things involving the SA, there is another layer. "Al

though 1 do take responsibility for the failure to submit an
Mid-Year Report (MYR) in a timely fashion, I believe the
situation also represents another example of the under
handed dealing by the SA to which we have all become
accustomed. "In years past, including last year when I was
involved in this process as the SBA's Budget and Finance
Chair, the SA provided email notification to the treasurers
of the university's various student groups to remind them
of the deadline for the MYR. This notice typically arrived
approximately two weeks prior to the deadline. This year,
no such notice was received by the SBA, [although the
SA [evenl has my personal email on file."
Ellis took this matter up with Dan Moss, the Chair
of the Finance Committee. "When I sp oke to Dan Moss,
he informed me that the Finance Committee had in fact
emailed all student groups - including the SBA - to notify
them of the MYR deadline. When I informed him that we
had received no such email, he had no response except to
indicate that the SBA might not have an email address on
file with the SA. Clearly, this is not the case."
According to Hershfield, Moss asserts that prior no
tification had been given to the Treasurer. "Mr. Moss ar
gued that I signed a contract in September when the SBA
received its budget stating that I would submit an MYR by
January 24th. I was not given a copy of this agreement
and... I did not copy this date down. In truth, I do not
recall a specified date on this form, but as I have no copy
of this agreement, I am in n o position to dispute its exist
ence at this time. Obviously, [not taking a copy or writing
down a date] was a bad assumption on my p art, and I ta ke
full responsibility for my failure in this regard."

While Ellis seems to have exhibited at least poor
judgment, he does not seem to be the only one suffering
from forgetfulness. "Although I have not confirmed this
information, I have it on good authority that the Finance
committee's new notification policy resulted in the SA re
ceiving MYRs from only fifty percent of the student groups
on campus. This same source informed me that under the
old notification procedures, 90% of the university's stu
dent groups submitted MYRs on time last year. I believe
this sudden and unexpected change in the SA's notifica
tion policies resulted from a from a policy decision to re
gain a significant portion of their budget from the student
groups." According to Hershfield, after speaking with the
SA President and the Vice-President of Financial Affairs,
that number is closer to seventy percent. Ericson com
mented "We weren't looking to screw the SBA, but we
can't say, 'They're a big, powerful goup, so they get an
exception.'"
When asked about this jump, Hershfield recalled the
process by which Ellis was notified that the MYR was due.
"I received a call on Saturday, and then I called [SBA Presi
dent] De Famuyiwa, and he called Zach. That is how he
found out." After disclosing the fashion by which the trea
surer was informed that the vital MYR was due immi
nently, Hershfield also suspected the motives behind the
SA. "A jump that high? In one year? Draw your own con
clusions."
Mr. Moss did not return repeated phone calls
Editor's Note: Mark Hershfield, the Editor-in-Chief
of this publication, is an SA Senator. Mr. Hershfield took
no part in the editing of this piece.
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Sniper Prosecutor Speaks
Bv JANE YANOVSKY
Staff Writer
The sniper. That is what students and
professors alike expected to hear about from
Montgomery County State's Attorney Dou
glas Gansler as they gathered in the Law
School's Moot Court room Jan. 22. Gansler,
a former Assistant District Attorney in
Washington, D.C. and a graduate of the
University of Virginia School of Law, led
the investigation of the sniper attacks in
Maryland's Montgomery County last year.
Clearly aware of his audience's expecta
tions, Gansler opened by saying that he

emphasis on personal security as a correla
tion of people's expectations might explain
why the well-to-do Montgomery County,
which witnesses many fewer murder cases
per year than many of its neighbors, pro
duces such a high share of well-known and
widely reported cases, Gansler said.
To highlight his observations,
Gansler referred to a case he is currently
prosecuting in which a 45-year-old, Afri
can-American man killed an elderly aunt
and attempted to murder his wife with a
40-pound dumbbell. A heinous crime that
defies human understanding, it received
almost no media coverage at all, he noted.

Instead, he focused on the larger issue of
which last fall's hysteria was just a symp
tom - the phenomenon of high-profile
crimes.
What constitutes a high profile case?
"A case becomes high profile if people read
ing their morning paper over coffee are
afraid that this will happen to them," said
Gansler. It also does not hurt if the perpe
trator is a celebrity. As O. J. Simpson and
Mike Tyson showed us, fame can tum any
garden-variety crime into the stuff that daily
television is made of. Gansler also empha
sized the role of the media in creating the
high profile crime by basing its coverage
on " the consumers of main-stream media
suddenly feel[ing] threatened in an envi
ronment where they used to feel safe." The

What factors kept it from becoming a
twisted media darling? Gansler suggested
that issues of race, societal status, and popu
lar expectations all play an important role.
Or perhaps such murder has simply ceased
to faze those of us who have seen enough
episodes of "Law and Order." The more
deranged and inconceivable, surprising and
unexpected the act, the greater the likeli
hood of it making onto the evening news
and into our morning water cooler conver
sations.
In his many years as a prosecutor in
D.C. and in Maryland, Gansler has gar
nered a number of such stories. The one
that stands out most in the mind of even a
seasoned veteran is the case of Hadden

See SPEAKER page 7

GW to Get New CampusWide E-mail System
BY PETER C . MEISEL

Staff Writer
Following on the heels of the Law
School's own upgrades, the University in
formation technology staff is putting the
final touches on a new web-based email
system that will replace "GWMail," cur
rently used by the undergraduate popula
tion. The system - in its new incarnation will replace GWMail, addressing concerns
of performance and stability. Although there
have been minor setbacks regarding recent
virus attacks and vulnerabilities, the up
grades will be implemented in the threephase rollout as planned. The changes to
both the Law School and undergraduate
systems provide an opportunity to compare
the key distinctions that set both apart and

BY BRANDON BRISCOE

News Editor
Last week, the Student Association
released to Senator Mark Hershfield, pur
suant to his request, financial documents
detailing how GW student groups have
spent student money allocated to them this
year, drawing sharp criticism from several
SA senators who want the information to
remain private. Despite the controversy,
however, the documents contain little de
tail about how money was spent and reveal
few surprises.
Student organizations, including the
Student Bar Association, apply for funding
each year from the SA, which granted ini
tial budget allocations to more than 125
groups in varying amounts this year. As
groups withdraw money from their accounts
to cover expenses, they must give receipts
for approval to the Vice President for Fi
nancial Affairs, who maintains a budget for
each group, explained SA Senator Adam
Greenman. Hershfield released a spread
sheet printout documenting the account
activity of each student group to the Nota
Bene and the GW Hatchet.
The released report offers little ex
planation for each withdrawal or deposit.
Many expenses are labeled, "Food," or
"Event Expense," or "Equipment." Addi
tionally, although the report shows account

Montgomery County State's Attorney Douglas Gansler

would not talk about the sniper at length.

Report on Student Group
Spending Released,
Controversey Follows

could be taken into account when consid
ering which program to use.
Students might be surprised to know
that the services provided via GWMail are
also available to the Law School. Although
3L student Mandy Fick stated that she had
a GWMail address because of her status as
a joint-degree candidate, she further ex
plained, "I can't imagine using up all of
the space that the law school provides."
Compounded with the recent downtime in
the University system, the success of the
email system provided by the Law School
could explain unawareness of the GWMail
alternative. Still, the web space and the ac
cess to on-campus computer services that
come with a regular GW account might
make the second account worthwhile to law
students once the creases are wrinkled out.

activity, it does not indicate whether ex
penses were offset by money raised by the
group or who exactly benefitted from the
expense.
Still, some of the expenditures raised
flags.
The Medical Centers Student Coun
cil (MCSC) wrote a check for $12,000 of
its $32,000 initial allocation to a Washing
ton hotel in December. The report doesn't
indicate what the money was used to pur
chase. Nearly every group spent money on
food, which is easily the largest aggregate
expense in the report. Some groups spent
more than $500 on single food expendi
tures.
The most notable food expense was
$60 spent by the Phillipino Cultural Soci
ety to purchase Krispy Kreme donuts. The
name associated with the expense on the
report is "UPD"- University Police Depart
ment.
Despite the report's lack of detail,
several SA senators were outraged by the
document's release. The College Republi
cans filed a lawsuit against the SA in stu
dent court to reseal the file, said Greenman,
who also noted that Hershfield would likely
not face any retaliation. Dan Moss, a leader
of the College Republicans and an SA sena
tor, did not respond to interview requests
for this article.
Faculty, staff, and organizations get
a whopping 50 megabytes (MB) of disc
quota allocations through regular GW ac
counts while students and alumni get 20
MB. Both quotas are enough to store emails
or to send and receive large documents and
attachments. Of course this does not com
pare to the 100 MB of storage the law school
provides to all incoming students; however,
to take advantage of campus computing fa
cilities, such as those in Gelman Library
and the Marvin Center, law students might
want to complete the quick registration for
a GW email account at http:H

Greenman
said
he
backed
Hershfield's move and believes students
should be able to see how their money is
spent. "If the scandals of this year have
taught us anything, it's that students should
know where their money is going or else
you have another $50,000 lost or a group
spending all its money on alcohol."
Greenman also said he hopes the court rules
that the information should be public. "I'm
for full disclosure."
SA Graduate-at-Large Senator Dan
Ericson said he felt the expenditures should
generally be made known to the public but
understands the arguments of those who
prefer secrecy. "It's our money - it's my
money, it's your money," he said. "In theory,
the information ought to be available." But
Ericson said there are cases when the ex
penses should not be disclosed, noting that
smaller groups will inevitably try to use the
reports of larger groups' spending out of
context to argue for more money.
Still, Ericson, who has dealt with the
SA finance system for nearly five years now,
said the process generally works fine. "If
you don't think we get things done now,
we'd never get anything done if the senate
had to approve every expense."
Janae Lepir, a non-voting first-year
graduate SA senator, said she doubts the
controversy about the document's release
indicates that groups are hiding question
able expenses. She explained that some

groups feel the money is theirs - and not
the students' - once the money has been
allocated to them. "If these groups are given
money and it's been approved, they're not
accountable to the rest of us," she said, ex
plaining the position of those against the
release. "They technically can do with it
whatever they choose."
But Lepir said students have a right
to know how their money is being spent.
"It's actually our money that goes into fund
ing those groups. If p eople have nothing to
hide, I don't really see why it should be such
a problem to release the report."
Lepir said the issue lies largely in the
confusion surrounding the bylaws and
whether they allow the information to be
made public. "If people feel strongly one
way or another about releasing this infor
mation, then we should clarify the proce
dure."
The report does not document the
expenditures of law school groups. Instead,
it documents expenses paid with Student
Association money. The Student Bar Asso
ciation funds law school groups, in part,
with money it receives from the SA.
Editor's Note: Mark Hershfield, the
Editor-in-Chief of this publication, is an
SA senator. Mr. Hershfield took no part in
the editing of this story.
128.164.127.220/eg ilacctmgmtl
createJdap. This could come in handy,
particularly if the need arises to use com
puters and printing stations at these facili
ties.
It should be noted that the GWeb in
formation system used to access student
records and registration is a separate ser
vice and requires a different setup. Finally,
the GWMail account, which would be de
lineated as"username@gwu.edu," is acces
sible indefinitely, including after gradua
tion.

See GWEB page 7
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SA Visits Law School, Law School Not Impressed
BV SAMIA NASEEM

Staff Writer
The Student Association (SA) made
its first visit to the Law School in an at
tempt to extend a listening ear and an out
stretched hand. They were greeted with
frustration and skepticism and a myriad of
complaints.
The meeting began with Eric Daleo,
Executive Vice President of the SA, an
nouncing that this was the first time that
the SA has made an effort to meet with law
students and understand the complex issues
at hand. The floor was opened to questions,
of which there were many, despite the small
showing of law students.
The "complex issues" that Daleo re
ferred to immediately turned on the only
complex issue - money. One student asked,
"How do you feel that the SA can relate to
the Law School?" The SA immediately
noted that the only relation they have to
the Law School is financially. They accepted
that students are upset about the quality of
the law library and the lack of dining ser
vices at the Law School. One SA Senator
said, "We're working on opening a place
to get a cup of coffee."
SA Senator Dan Moss (SBPM-U) in
formed students that they do a financial
mid-year review, working in tandem with
the SBA, President Trachtenberg and Dean
Young. He went on to note that "we want
to hear about student life issues and aca
demics and how the SA can work with or
ganizations to help out."
SA Law Senator Mark Hershfield
noted that "the Law School has been more
active in the SA as compared to previous
years. We are represented by two law school

senators, two graduate senators, and one "the University has been taking from the
first-year graduate."
Law School. Given that the Law School is
Students began asking questions the most nationally recognizable thing ac
about dollar amounts, spending, and the cording to U.S. News anyway, a lot of law
never-ending story about funds being students think that our money should be
handed over to the undergraduates.
spent on our law school."
Moss, the S AFinance Chair, revealed
Said Hershfield, "historically, the
that last year the SA budget rose from Law School has had problems with the ABA
$287,000 to $400,000, prompting the As because we didn't get enough money back
sociation to expect a similar increase this from the University. The Law School makes
year that did not come through. "Co-spon money for the school because we are high
sorships are down to the high-$39,000 in the rankings and we get money from
range, but even then, we co-sponsored the endowments." He added, "I feel alienated
law school ski trip and the Halloween from the University because we are putting
party." Moss drew criticism when he said out and doing good things and yet we don't
groups who had not spent any of their allo get much in return except for an out
cated funds by the mid-year review would stretched hand asking for more money."
The issue really goes beyond the SA
lose money in next year's allocation.
One student noted that, "because stu to the University as a whole," responded
dents are becoming aware that money is Daleo. "There is always a large debate about
allocated in this way, they will be encour how much we put in and how much we
aged to spend what they have when the mid should get back and that same debate goes
year review approaches." Added another, on with the med school."
"I hope you realize the true effects of the
Students began questioning the SA
money allocation. I could spend my money about the specific returns given to the med
on feeding popcorn to birds, but what would school versus the law school. "We give the
SA so much money and we get so little back.
that do for GW?"
Students argued that the process for Whether or not we pay more, there is no
allocating funds was not effective and that way that the med school is better than us.
some organizations simply preferred not to Why do they get more than one hundred
waste students' money on unworthy causes. percent back when we can't even get fifty
Moss defended the SA asserting, "We do percent?," asked 3L Tamara Binns.
Moss quickly defended the alloca
this because we don't want it to be arbi
trary - we want there to be a formula so tions. "The Med School numbers are not
that people understand if they fall in a par as clearly defined as the Law School - there
ticular area, they get more money or they are multiple facets of what we call the 'med
school.' The Med School puts back 26 or
lose it."
Tension in the room was high as the 27k and they get back 31 or 32k. The Law
SA was confronted about law students' tu- School puis vn AHVc and we get. \ess YvaeVc ..
ition being handed over directly to under but we never promised the Law School that
graduates. One student commented that they would get back what they put in, said

Moss
"The Law School isn't the only
graduate school that is getting back less
than what they put in. The School of Engi
neering received disproportionately less
than what they put in. The Graduate School
in Education gets nothing compared to what
they put in," said Moss. He went on to add,
"GW is a highly valued institution and
many people want to attend. No matter
where the money is spent, the undergradu
ate, the Medical School, the Law School, it
is done to bolster the university as a whole."
SA Senator Aaron Binstock, USBPM, tried to inform law students of their
right to attend other programs. "Anyone is
welcome to take part in the activities that
are funded. For example, if you are a Demo
crat and you want to go to rally and hear
speakers, there is no problem with attend
ing undergraduate events. Though some
money is going to funding groups that are
predominately undergraduate, you can join
them, and you are in fact getting more than
you put in." Tracy Schampers, 1L, grad
senator at large, added, "All University ac
tivities are available to law students, and
they simply do not take advantage of them."
Students were visibly unsettled by this
argument, complaining that many of the
undergraduate events are not tailored to the
needs of older law students who are work
ing professionals with spouses and children.
One student noted that, often, "40-year-old
law students don't want to join organiza
tions comprised of 18-year-olds. The un
dergraduates are simply at a different ma
turity level than the law students."
Ot\e s\uderv\, A'ts^tvintled
kVve

See SA page 9

The George Washington University Moot Court Board Invites You To:

2002-2003 VAN VLECK CONSTITUTIONAL LAW MOOT COURT
COMPETITION FINAL ROUND
Thursday, February 6,2003
4:30pm
Marvin Center Betts Theatre
Reception Follows in Continental Ballroom
For Respondent, Jennis Kingston

For Petitioner, Bedford Heights School District

Carrie Fletcher
Sara Solfanelli

Joshua Kogan
Jeremy Stein

vs.

PRESIDING JUDGES:
The Honorable Reena Raggi
The Honorable Patti Saris
The Honorable Richard Sterns

U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts
U.S. District Court for the District of Massachusetts

X issue is the constitutionality of foe "under God" provision of the Pledge of Allegiance, and foe freedom of
,eech of wearing prohibited clothing on public school grounds.
During deliberations, awards from last semester's Giles Rich Moot Court Competition
and the early rounds of the Van Vleck Competition will be distributed.

MARK

YOUR

CALENDAR

NOW!!!
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Court Watch
BY GUALBERTO GA RCIA JO NES AN D S AMIA NA SEEM

fm
Estrada on second, three
indicating that it will hear the one-hour oral
more federal judges on deck.
arguments for University of Michigan's af
On the Senate Judiciary Committee's firmative action cases April 1. Briefs from
plate last week was the final committee on those supporting affirmative action will be
the Honduras-born Miguel Estrada, a turned in to the court in February, and the
former federal prosecutor who, could be decision is likely to be published by the end
come the first Hispanic to join the D.C. of June.
Circuit Court, generally regarded as sec
This is the first time since the 1978
ond only to the Supreme Court in impor decision of Bakke v. Board of Regents that
tance. The battle over Estrada's nomina the court is accepting a case touching upon
tion was sharply divided along party lines, affirmative action. In Bakke, the court held
as the Judiciary committee split with ten racial quotas to be unconstitutional but al
Republicans voting in favor to nine Demo lowed race to be considered as a factor in
crats against. Estrada has been accused of the admission process.
hiding his views because he refused to give
his opinion on sensitive legal issues during
Court Denies Certiorari for
a hearing on his nomination last year.
Juvenile Death Row Case
Three judges were put on the nomi
Last week the Supreme Court denied
nation burner and were questioned by the certiorari to a constitutional challenge of
committee last week. Jeffrey S. Sutton and capital punishment for juvenile offenders.
Justice Cook are being considered for the This decision indicates that the court will
6lh Circuit Court of Appeals, and John G probably not strike down laws that allow
Roberts, Jr. has been nominated to the Dis for the execution of criminals who were 16
trict of Columbia Circuit.
or 17 at the time of their offense.
Democrats like Sen. Ted Kennedy
The decision not to hear the case of
(Mass.) complained that the Bush admin Scott Allen Hain, 32, who is on death row
istration was trying to rush in candidates in Oklahoma for his role in the kidnapping,
who are too conservative. On the other side robbery and murder of a Tulsa couple 15
of the isle, Republican Sen. Orin Hatch years ago, came down without comment or
(Utah) countered, "They've been waiting dissent.
630 days. I think that's adequate time to
The Court's refusal to hear Hain's
prepare."
case indicates that justices opposed to ju
Democrats specifically derided Sutton

because of bis past litigation against dis
abled Americans. Sutton attempted to de
fend himself by noting, "It is exceedingly
wrong to ascribe the views ... of the client
to the lawyer." Sutton also argued that he
had advocated for a variety of clients and
views, including defending the Ohio hatecrimes statute and representing a blind
woman who had been denied entrance to
medical school.
Kennedy also attacked Cook, citing
a "disturbing record of bias in favor of busi
ness and corporations over the interests of
injured individuals, workers, consumers
and women." Republicans defended Cook
by pointing out that during her four years
on the 9th Ohio District Court of Appeals,
she decided more than 1,000 cases and had
been reversed by the Ohio Supreme Court
only six times.
Oral Arguments in Race
Discrimination Cases Set for April 1
The Supreme Court released its
March and early April calendar last week,

venile executions number fewer than four,
the number needed to force the court to hear
a case.
Opponents of the death penalty for
juveniles had hoped that the court would
hear this case because a similar case was
brought in October but was dismissed with
a four-judge dissent. In that case, which
involved a Kentucky death row criminal,
the majority overcame the four dissenters
because the case had been brought to the
Supreme Court under the original habeas
corpus jurisdiction, which requires five
judges to agree to hear the case.
Judge Stops at Red Light.
In an eleven-page report, Baltimore's
Top District Court Judge Keith E. Mathews
questioned the motivation of traffic cam
eras used to catch traffic violators who run
red lights. The cameras are triggered when
someone is in its range after the traffic light
has turned red. Such cameras usually offer
a grace period - time between when the light
turns red and the camera snaps the picture.
But in Baltimore, that time period is .01

seconds. The national average grace pe
riod for other jurisdictions using this type
of camera is anywhere from .3 to .5 sec
onds. The strictness of the cameras has the
more than 83,000 violators up in arms.
In his report, which has no legal
weight, Mathews called upon the transpor
tation authorities to re-examine the .01-sec
ond shutter setting of the cameras and noted
the $6 million in revenue raised. He raised
the possibility that undue financial inter
ests of the city and the manufacturer - who
retains a commission on every ticket issued
- were the motivations for the installation
of the cameras.
Mathews also said that while the fed
erally mandated yellow-light time is be
tween three to six seconds, Baltimore's
combination of a 3.5-second yellow light
and a .01-second grace period is much too
stringent. Supporting the city's claims that
the cameras are merely for safety is the fact
that the number of citations in 2001 de
creased significantly from 2000.
First Execution Since Moratorium
Steven Oken will be the first to re
ceive a lethal injection in Maryland since
the moratorium to end capital punishment
issued by former governor Parris
Glendening last spring. Governor Robert
Erlich discontinued the ban, saying he has
confidence in the state's system and prom
ising to personally review each death pen
alty case. Glendening had instituted the
moratorium because of a University of
Maryland study that showed great racial
and geographical disparities in who re
ceived the death penalty. A j udge has de
cided that Oken will be put to death within
five days of March 17. Oken was convicted
of raping and killing a young newlywed in
Baltimore in 1987 and for killing his sis
ter-in-law and a female college student.
Justice Department's Crackdown
Fails to Lockdown
The Justice Department has issued a
new directive to the Bureau of Prisons to
limit placing prisoners in halfway houses
instead of federal prisons. The directive is
aimed at ensuring that prisoners live like
prisoners, not as hotel guests. Halfway
houses are known for their lenience, offer
ing offenders weekend getaways and fre
quent family visits. A federal judge lim
ited the department's plans by ruling that
inmates already spending time in halfway

houses cannot now be transferred to pris
ons. Deputy Attorney General Larry Th
ompson labeled the practice of placing of
fenders in halfway houses "unlawful" be
cause it is not true confinement. U.S. Dis
trict Judge Ellen Segal Huvelle felt send
ing offenders from halfway houses back to
federal prisons is "fundamentally unfair and
incompatible with due process."
Judge's Term Terminated
Legislators in Richmond terminated
Newport News Drug Court Judge Verbena
Askew's employment, deciding she was
unworthy of another eight-year term.
Askew's termination was the result of a
sexual harassment complaint brought
against her by another employee at the drug
court and her failure to disclose the $64,000
settlement paid in that case. Republican
legislators determined Askew isn't fit to
judge others.
Members of the black community in
Newport News said they were saddened by
the loss, and many recovered drug addicts
sobbed in Askew's courtroom as they
thanked her for saving their lives. Askew
was the first black woman to sit as a judge
in the drug court after seven white, male
predecessors.

Cardinal Law's Attorney Rebukes Judge
J. Owen Todd, Cardinal Law's attor
ney rebuked Judge Constance Sweeney for
making comments that could render Law
incapable of being tried justly if any of the
hundreds of sexual abuse claims are brought
before the court.
Todd said Sweeney's comments have
been published in numerous newspapers
and that he fears all potential jurors have
been influenced by them.
Sweeney commented last week that
one of Law's motions was brought in bad
faith in an attempt to sandbag the oppos
ing counsel. Sweeney also made written
remarks last November in which she stated,
"Archdiocesan records obtained through
discovery reveal that some offending priests
may well have been assigned to parishes,
youth groups and the like, even though the
cardinal or other archdiocesan personnel
knew that the priests in question were at
the least suspected of engaging in continu
ing sexual encounters with children." Todd
is considering filing a motion demanding
that Sweeney remove herself from hearing
clergy sexual abuse claims.

Former INS Commissioner Joins Faculty
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

News Editor
One of the Law School's most distinguished alumni
will return to GW to join the ranks of the faculty, Dean
Michael Young announced last month. James Ziglar, who
retired as the Commissioner of the Immigration and Natu
ralization Service in November, will teach as a distin
guished visiting professor from practice.
Ziglar is expected to teach courses in immigration
policy, constitutional law, and natural resources law and
policy. The details of his teaching schedule have yet to be
worked out, said Dean Roger Transgrud. "He will teach
with us next fall and next spring, but I h ave not yet final
ized his teaching package as yet." Transgrud added that
Ziglar is presently completing an assignment at Harvard
but will stay at least one year at GW and possibly longer.
Young praised Ziglar in announcing his appointment.

"With his extensive experience in the private sector and
the example of his years of commitment to public service,
he is in a unique position to make a significant impact on
our academic community."
Ziglar's background is indeed extensive. After re
ceiving both undergraduate and law degrees from GW, he
clerked for Supreme Court Justice Harry Blackmun. In
more than twenty years in the private sector, Ziglar worked
extensively in securities law as well as investment bank
ing, a field in which he held several senior management
posts.
Ziglar's fifteen-year government career is no less im
pressive. Before taking the helm of INS in August 2001,
he served as sergeant at arms of the Senate, an assistant
secretary of the Interior, and a congressional and public
affairs officer at the Justice Department.
Ziglar spoke at the Law School last year in the height
of the post-9/11 race to tighten immigration and privacy

laws and policy in efforts to track potential terrorists and
keep them out of the country. In introductory remarks at
the speech, Young lauded Ziglar's management experience.
Young said the Bush administration tapped Ziglar for the
INS job largely because of that experience in hopes that he
could reorganize the sprawling bureaucracy that was
plagued by a massive backlog of applications and paper
work.
Ziglar said he made progress at the INS, noting that
the waiting time for visa applications had been reduced in
his short tenure in office at the time, but a larger reorgani
zation of the federal government for homeland security
purposes and a series of high-profile INS blunders set in
motion before Ziglar took charge helped cut his stay at
INS short. The INS bureaucracy was heavily criticized on
Ziglar's watch when it posthumously issued visas to ter-

See ZIGLAR page 7
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KERR FROM P AGE 1

CONTINUED NEWS
IMPROVEMENTS FROM

deeper understanding of the Supreme agreed with this sentiment. "It was the only
Court" and he hopes that this position will class I really prepared for because I was
give him an inside perspective on how the afraid of being caught with my pants down,"
Supreme Court makes its decisions. Kerr's he remarked.
former students also feel that this experi
Student also lauded Kerr's activities
ence will benefit his future students. "What outside the classroom. Weiler praised Kerr
better way for us to learn how to make it for standing up for students. Abby Garcia,
big than to be in contact with a professor a 2L, likewise praised Kerr for his efforts
who has some great experience," said 2L to fight the elimination of reading days and
Corrie Westbrook.
his quest to raise the curve. She expressed
While Kerr's former students were her hope that "while he is on leave, those
happy for him for getting this position, they efforts won't be reversed."
are also saddened by his departure. "Pro
Kerr will be taking a leave of absence
fessor Kerr has been a really positive addi for one year from his position on the law
tion to the faculty of the law school," said school faculty. After the conclusion of his
2L Jewel Weiler. She remarked how Kerr term as a law clerk for Kennedy, however,
brought "a unique and cutting-edge exper he will once again be returning to the halls
tise to the law school." 1L Stefano Formica of the Law School as Professor Kerr.

JUSTICE FROM
PAGE 1
pride in hosting O'Connor at commence
ment this year. Professor Catherine Ross
commented, "I think Justice O'Connor is
an inspired choice, and we are lucky that
she has agreed to come. Very few law
schools in the nation are privileged to have
a Justice of the Supreme Court speak at
graduation or at any other event. Justice
O'Connor plays a particularly significant
role on this divided court with regard to a
number of critical issues since she has of
ten been the 'swing vote' on important is
sues," she said. "I am also pleased that GW
will have a such a successful woman as the
speaker this year."
Young was also quite pleased to de
liver the news and noted in his email: "I
cannot tell you how pleased I am to be able
to welcome Justice O'Connor to our law
school. I know that her presence will en
sure that our 2003 commencement is a truly
memorable event for the entire Law School
community."

GWEB FROM

SPEAKER FROM P AGE 4
Clark, a serial killer currently serving a 60year sentence in Montgomery County for
the slaying of 6-year-old Michele Dorr. For
years after Michele vanished in 1986 when
she wandered out of her house to visit a
neighbor, the media remained fascinated
with the mystery of her fate. The strange
facts of her case - her age, her innocent
destination, and the utter lack of any leads
- catapulted the case to national promi
nence, with parents around the country fear
ing the unknown.
Of course, never was the fear of the
unknown better showcased than last Octo
ber when suspected shooters John Allen
Muhammad and John Lee Malvo terrorized
the greater D.C. area. Ganlser addressed
the questions and the speculation over
Virginia's designation to try the alleged
killers first, despite the fact that deaths in
Montgomery County outnumbered the
losses in Virginia. He insisted that for the
prosecution, the question of trying a crimi
nal is never outcome determinative.
"It's not about where can we kill these
people faster." Both states had legitimate
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Aside from access to college services,
le undergraduate system's draw is the prosion of the necessary tools and space for
eating student web pages. With instrucDn and help on how to publish sites, stu;nts receive their own personal space to
ore their page on the World Wide Web,
here it can be accessed from any computer
an address like "http://home.gwu.edu/
user name." Again, students can receive
generous 60 MB of storage space, albeit
ith web publishing, it is assumed that the
-aphic-intensive nature of web pages will
pically consume more space than the
nail accounts. Although this service is
lique to the undergraduate system, 1L stu;nt Chris Mulligan voiced his apprehen

sity to determine who will bear the cost of
the improvements.
The new Stuart building will feature
nine new classrooms, two of which will be
seminar rooms. One of these rooms will
double as an extra moot courtroom, adding
to the two existing moot courtrooms in
Lerner and the clinics building on F Street.
The records office will also move to the
Stuart building, providing the room in
Stockton to open both sides of the build
ing, doubling the size of the Soft and Hard
Lounges and providing additional windows
and light.
The objective is, according to
Morrison, to provide ample room for stu
dents to convene and to create a more pro
fessional atmosphere. Students will also

sion about the actual utility to law students.
"It sounds like a good deal for people who
already pursue those interests, but as a law
student, I can't imagine myself allocating
free time to publishing and maintaining a
webpage."
The Law School system upgrades
done over the winter break were of no great
consequence to the email system. With the
connectivity and network upgrades, stu
dents have access to a more stable and de
pendable system, but the email service and
interface were left untouched. According to
Christopher Reed, Assistant Director for
Information Services of the Jacob Bums
Law Library, "Your law school email ac
count is integrated into the portal, which is
the law school's method of electronic course
management and distribution of course
materials, administrative announcements,
and other important information."
The system is similar to GWMail's
in that it is the key to accessing studentspecific services on the www.law.gwu.edu
homepage and also in granting access to
the law school facilities. According to Reed,
the username@law.gwu.edu email accounts
are also issued indefinitely with the same
space allotted to alumni for storage to as
students; however, the Law School does not
provide its own graduate school website
publishing service. But noting the under
graduate system upgrades, Reed said, "The
law school plans to upgrade the email sys
tem this summer to a superior platform that

grounds to bring charges, and the decision
was reached at a meeting of prosecutors
from the various concerned jurisdictions,
he said, adding that the citizens of Mary
land were the most aggrieved and deserved
to move on in the healing process first.
Weighing the importance of the death pen
alty, Gansler noted that Virginia's reputa
tion for expediency probably influenced the
decision to hold the first trials there, but he
said he also believes death to be the appro
priate punishment in this case.
In his concluding remarks, Gansler
reflected on the immense power and respon
sibility of the prosecutor, both in and out of
the spotlight projected by high profile
crimes. ""You want to be passionate," be

remarked, but prosecutors must always
maintain objectivity and not get too per
sonal because "the number one priority is
that an innocent person doesn't spend a
minute in jail." What helps him keep things
in perspective? High profile or not, "Our
job is not to get convictions, - our job is to
make sure we do the right thing."
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have new bathrooms in the Soft Lounge and
the pantry area will be moved and reno
vated. The improvements to Lerner and
Stockton will cost somewhere in the neigh
borhood of three million dollars.
The plan currently being imple
mented will also remove the student mail
boxes from their current location. Accord
ing to Morrison, these mailboxes take up a
lot of room, so the plan is to provide a cen
tral distribution center in the Stuart build
ing next to the new records office, which
may accomplish many of the tasks of the
old mailboxes.

SBA FROM P AGE 3
the comfort of maintaining an area of pri
vate space.
Arguments for the boxes removal
ranged from the increasing reliance on
email rendering mailboxes obsolete to the
simple fact that the mailboxes constitute an
eyesore. An informal, random survey of stu
dents suggested that the boxes are not con
sidered vital, but most students surveyed
supported an attempt to accommodate the
boxes in the new scheme. Alternatives to
the removal of the boxes include moving
them to the Bums Alcove or creating com
munal boxes for the placement of chattel
in the new records office.
Said Famuyiwa, "This is an opportu-

rv\Vy for studetvls fo be beaid ou vb\s \ssue
[W]hat students want is what we should all

be concerned the most about."

ZIGLAR FROM P AGE 6
rorists who perished in the September at
tacks.
"Although I could not have imagined
the events of September 11 th and the dra
matic changes visited upon the Immigra
tion and Naturalization Service, I have done
my best to continue making progress toward
the goals of restructuring the agency and
reducing backlogs while responding to the
call to arms in the war on terrorism," Ziglar
said in his resignation letter. Most critics
agree with that assessment but have com
plained about Ziglar's lack of prior experi
ence in both immigration policy and law
enforcement, suggesting he was appointed
primarily because of ties to influential law

makers, including Sens. Trent Lott (RMiss.) and Ted Kennedy (D-Mass.).
Ziglar hopes his intensive crash
course in immigration issues and his ex
tensive background in other legal areas will
help him teach GW students through the
more traditional educational routes. "I am
delighted to have this once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to teach at a law school of GW's
national reputation and esteem," he wrote
in a letter to Young. "GW's future as a cen
ter of intellectual excellence and enlight
enment is unlimited. I am looking forward
to participating in the continuing growth
and development of this remarkable insti
tution of higher learning."

improves the user interface and account
administration."
Registration for one system does not
preclude access to the other. Whereas some
students might feel constrained with the
smaller amount of storage provided by
GWMail, at the same time they might find
it necessary to use the undergraduate ser
vices provided by such access. Reed was
quick to point that although the Law School
provides a tremendous space capacity, "this
is subject to change based on demand and
system performance." By commingling
both accounts, students could avoid carry
ing around floppy disks or find storage
space for receiving large files like Power
Point presentations. To alleviate the wor
ries of lost or forgotten emails for students

who sign up for GWMail, Reed suggests,
"It is recommended that students set up
their University email account to auto-for
ward messages to their Law School ac
count."
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Inside the Faculty
BY BRANDON BRISCOE

News Editor
The law school's program allowing
students to type exams on laptop comput
ers made a nearly flawless debut, the fac
ulty learned in meetings Jan. 24 and 31.
But Dean Young said some exam questions
were turned in unacceptably late, costing
the law school money needed to hire tem
porary assistance. The faculty also heard
about building renovation plans, considered
extending job offers to candidates, and
adopted a new plan for the L.L.M.
program's writing requirement.
Young said about 20 percent of 2Ls
and 3Ls opted to take exams on laptops
while about 80 percent of first year students
typed their exams. "Those who come in and
have never taken a law school exam were
willing to take a whirl." About 845 students
typed roughly 2,500 exams on laptops, and
every exam was printed without incident,
he said. "Every single word of every single
exam - to the regret of some students -was
saved and reproduced."
The program was not entirely flaw
less. Some exams were initially printed
twice, and some not at all, prompting Young
to suggest faculty members devise a system
to ensure they receive one and only one
exam from each student. Joked Young, "It's
an amusing discipline to see whether you
gave the same grade twice."
But Young was not amused when he
noted how late some faculty members
turned in exams before they were adminis
tered. In some cases, exams were submit
ted less than an hour before they were
scYieduYed to Ysegin, Yae said. "Ym very dis
pleased and unhappy about it," Young said.
"It really is to the point where it was not
tolerable." Additional help was hired to deal
with the crunch that involves vetting exam
instructions for confusion, making alternate
arrangements for students with disabilities,
and other exam administration work. "It
was really an expensive cost to the institu
tion," said Young.
The faculty was prompt in reporting
grades after the exams were taken, how
ever. Dean Transgrud said all but one pro
fessor met the deadline for releasing firstyear grades, and only 12 upper-level classes
were missing grades as of Friday. "You
know who you are," he told the faculty,
noting that several students had called him
to complain. "You will make my life easier
- and perhaps your own - if you would put
those bluebooks behind you."
The faculty considered offering fac
ulty positions to three candidates and ex
tended offers to two - Goodwin Liu and

Steven Bank, who was offered a tenured
position. John Duffy has accepted an offer
to join the faculty, and several other offers
remain on the table, Young said.
Dean Transgrud also told the faculty
about the extensive renovations planned for
the law school complex over the summer.
The soft and hard lounges will be doubled
in size and renovated with new furniture,
he said. Entrances to the complex will be
renovated, and landscaping like that out
side the E building will be extended down
20th Street to H Street and around the cor
ner to give the building a more unified feel.
"It's going to be a very handsome exterior
and facade," he said. The landscaping work
may begin before the end of the semester,
he said, but all efforts will be made to limit
noise. He also expects work in Stuart Hall
to be completed by the fall semester, giving
the school an additional 47,000 square feet.
The faculty also approved a plan to
give the L.L.M. program administrator the
option to waive the thesis requirement for
all or some L.L.M. students who come from
U.S. schools. There is currently no thesis
requirement for foreign students. About 75
students write theses each year, said Pro
fessor Gutman. The new plan could allevi
ate the burden on the small number of pro
fessors who advise thesis writers and would
put GW in line with comparable law
schools.
Dean Young said the proposal would
also give students the freedom to engage in
other research and projects besides the tra
ditional research paper. "Part of the idea is
to build in flexibility," he said. The new
plan will require students to write a 30-page
paper worthy of at least a B+ if the thesis
requirement is waived.

The faculty also approved a resolu
tion of appreciation for Dean Sirulnik for
his work developing GW's clinic program.
Said Young, "I can't tell you the number of
alumni who mention Eric as one of the piv
otal influences on their lives." Sirulnik is
stepping down from his clinic post but will
remain a professor on the faculty.
The faculty also voted to approve for
January graduation all students who met the
requirements. One professor noted that the
names of at least five people who had not
met the requirements appeared on the list
of candidates. Replied Transgrud, "I know
- it's a very optimistic lot." Dean Young
said he was pleased to have Justice
O'Connor as the May commencement
speaker and said he hopes it will be the last
graduation held on the Memorial Day week
end. "But I haven't won that battle yet," he
said.
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What's on the Menu?
BY BRANDON MOSS

Staff Writer
Where is a law student to fill his pal
ate? Being located next to the business dis
trict certainly offers a lot of culinary op
tions to GW law students. But when Au Bon
Pain, La Prima, the Cart Lady, and the
Burro become too mundane, where do law
students go? How can they fill up after 6
p.m. when most of the restaurants in the
business district are closed? Some law stu
dents are opting for the University's meal
plan.
There are a number of options avail
able to law students who want to partici
pate in the meal plan. First, law students
can use the debit dollar program in which
participants put money on their GWorld
cards, which then becomes a payment op
tion at area eateries, such as TGI Friday's.
According to Ryan Geist, Director of the
Dining Services Commission, the debit
dollars program is growing, with "more and
more joining." The debit dollar program
can also be used for non-eateries, such as
the dry cleaners.
The other option available to law stu
dents is the University's meal plan, which
is administered by Aramark. There are a
number of different programs in the
University's meal plan, which ranges from
$2,250 per semester down to $150 per se
mester. Why would a law student want to
be on the meal plan? Geist offers one ad
vantage - the meal plans give you ten per
cent off because there is no D.C. food tax
on items purchased under the meal plan.
Plus, Geist added, "Aramark just expanded
meal plans to exist to graduate students,"
with a multitude of different plans avail
able.
One of the primary eating facilities
for those on the meal plan (although nonsubscribers with cash are welcome) is JStreet, located on the first level of the
Marvin Center. J-Street derives its name
from the historic urban mystery that there
is no J Street in Washington, D.C. (One
theory is that the Latin alphabet lacks a "J,"
and another is that Pierre L'Enfant was
upset that diplomat John Jay had an adul
terous affair with his wife).
A number of familiar eateries popu
late J-Street, ranging from Burger King to
Taco Bell to Chic-Fil-A to traditional cui
sine at the Home Zone and Grille Works
(which offer cheesesteaks). There is also a
delicatessen, a vegetarian station, and sushi.
And don't forget the Starbucks - Geist
pointed out that the Starbucks in the Marvin
Center is the "second-busiest Starbucks in
the US," and one of the top ten per capita.
The bottom level of the Marvin Center
boasts a market, Ben & Jerry's, Einstein
Brothers Bagels, and Jamba Juice. On the
top floor of the Marvin Center, there is a
Big Burger, serving hamburgers and fries.
Finally, for law students wishing to be sur
rounded by college freshmen, participants
in the meal plan can eat cafeteria-style in

Thurston Dining Hall.
The Dining Services Commission is
part of the Student Association's executive
branch. Geist said he meets with Aramark
representatives and University administra
tors on a weekly basis. The DSC solicits
input from students, particularly those who
use plans, and it advocates for change based
on the feedback, he said. Although there
are two slots for graduate students on the
DSC, the only graduate student on the com
mission is J.P. Blackford, the former SA
senator. Said Geist, "[Blackford] does a
good job and is very involved with the is
sues at hand."
Geist pointed out that there has not
been much input from law students, except
from what he heard from Mark Hershfield,
one of the law school's SA senators.
Hershfield said Geist has "solved" his dining-related concerns. One change was to
open eateries earlier for law students wish
ing to grab a bite before heading off to a
noon lecture. "My biggest concern was the
fact that the eating facilities in the Marvin
Center opened at 11:30 a.m.," Hershfield
said. "It seems like a small thing, but when
you have class at 12 p.m., it's a problem."
The outcome? Now Burger King, as
well as other venues at J Street, are open
earlier. In fact, Geist said Burger King is
open at 11 a .m. Said Hershfield, "Nothing
has made me happier as a senator then see
ing my friend come back with a burger from
Burger King, and I can go . . . that's be
cause of my idea!"
Geist said Aramark does a good job
responding to student concerns and is keep
ing J Street open early even if the student
response hasn't generated new profits for
the company. Hershfield had additional
thoughts on how to improve the dining op
tions. "I think things can be better. I enjoy
the food for the most part, but I think the
service could be faster and the servers could
be friendlier. I have yet to address these
points."
The DSC is currently working on its
publicity, having set up an email address
(eat@gwu.edu) and working on a website.
However, because of contractual, zoning,
and logistical issues, do not expect an eat
ing option in the law school to be available
any time soon. Geist said the resources "are
simply not there."
There is a potential upcoming project
to put a coffeehouse inside Gelman Library
starting this summer, although that idea has
existed for a decade. Nonetheless, as Geist
stated, "few graduate students use meal
plans." Explained Hershfield, "They need
to reach out to law students and let us know
that the Marvin Center is a place law stu
dents can go to. I think right now most
students feel as though the facilities are for
undergrads."
Editor's Note: The Editor-in-Chief of
this publication, Mark Hershfield, is a Stu
dent Association Senator. Mr. Hershfield
took no part in the writing or editing of
this
piece.
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Ode to GW
BY PAUL J. MEISSNER

Opinion Editor
The law school community was
shocked to hear about the demise of one of
its five law journals, "The Environmental
Lawyer." This was quite unexpected and
simultaneously appalling for everyone. The
week of the announcement, the GW Web
Portal merely had an explanation of how
the recommendation and decision was
made. There were no public discourses, no
compromises, no negotiations, nothing at
all. Instead of going into the students' de
mands for answers and the shadiness of the
decision-making process, I will discuss the
major effects of the journal's demise in turn.
First, the loss of "The Environmen
tal Lawyer," of course, leaves a gaping hole
in outlets for students' writing creativity and
personal activism. More than the four sur
viving journals, "The Environmental Law
yer" attracted students who were extremely
interested in the subject matter and cared
about their work. Nobody wakes up one
morning and says how much they love pub
lic contracts or intellectual property, but
many environmentalists truly cared about
making the world a cleaner place and
sought to do that through the study and
practice of environmental law.
Almost more importantly, the loss of
this student publication means that more
students have to vie for fewer journal spots
when they come available. Lord only knows
how the 2L students on "The Environmen
tal Lawyer" will be able to get positions on

other journals, that is if they can at all. If
they cannot vie for other journals, then the
next question is how these students will be
able to obtain their upper-level writing re
quirements.
First-year law students are at a sig
nificant disadvantage. There are now
twenty percent fewer journals at GW trans
lating into roughly twenty percent fewer
spots on journals for GW students to ob
tain. Not to sound like this is the end of the
world, but look at how this affects obtain
ing employment. Look at the Fall Interview
Program, that wonderful institution that
treats GW students like cattle at a state auc

Health Care: Blame
Lawyers and Canada

tion. Employers regularly require their
interviewees to have journal experience,
something that roughly twenty percent
fewer of us will have. With the demise of
the journal, there are no comparable alter
natives for GW students to getting experi
ence or in polishing their writing, research
ing, and editing skills. These skills are most
certainly critical for an attorney's personal
and professional development.
Third, the administration has not only
impaired its students' ability to develop and
obtain employment but it also has hurt it
self as well. With fewer of its graduates in
large law firms, world-changing nonprofits,
and critical governmental institutions, GW
may lose something it calls dear: its repu
tation. As some other top-tier law schools
have twice as many law journals as GW,
their students will be more likely to gain
employment than GW students, making
their law schools more renowned and mak
ing GW more of a regional school.
Finally, I think this sets pretty bad
precedent for the remaining journals. I d o
not think the hoity-toity publication known
as Law Review will be the next to go, but
stranger things have happened. I do not
know which student publication or organi
zation is to be cut next; it could be any one
of them. Perhaps even Nota Bene, with its
shrouds in controversy and decreased bud
get, is next on the chopping block.
All in all, GW does save some cash
and some administrative effort in not hav
ing to turn out yet another student publica
tion. However, I think we ah know who the
victims of the demise of "The Environmen
tal Lawyer" are. They are, first, the students
who put their hard earned time and effort
into writing, editing, and operating one of
GW's fine journals. They diligently did
their work just so they could be tossed away
without any involvement in the decision or
any recourse at all. The losers are also those
students who came to GW above all other
schools because of the school's reputation
in environmental law. As they face the cold
harshness of reality, I wish all those cur
rent and would-be GW environmentalists
good luck in life. There is nothing for them
here.

truly needy. It is not something that the
average
American believes they are entitled
Staff Writer
to because it would make their lives easier.
While I was watching the State of the For instance no one believes the govern
Union Address, I was very pleased to hear ment should pay half of people's mortgage
the President's continued commitment to every month even though shelter is a f un
reform tort litigation, especially in the area damental human need. But this is not so
of health care, but troubled with how he when it comes to health care. Many people
mirrored his predecessor by promising to who would never consider government aid
throw billions of dollars at health care as if of any other type believe they are entitled
that were the answer.
to government assistance for health care.
First, I will address the part that most
Much has been made about the ris
effects us as law students. Lawyers and law ing costs of health insurance or prescrip
students need to support tort reform, not tion drugs, but you get what you pay for
just to get health costs under control, but and medical research is not cheap. Much
also to insure the future health of the legal of the rise in costs is do to new drugs or
industry. The large, and many times unjus treatments. People cannot expect compa
tifiable, rewards and settlements against nies to spend the billions of dollars it costs
doctors and others in the health industry to develop one drug and get no return for
are having a terrible impact on the nation. doing so. Those who believe the govern
They raise the cost of health care and health ment should be in charge of drug research
insurance, and discourage medical research need to look at what a horrible job the gov
and medical treatment. There are already ernment does with just about everything and
shortages of physicians in parts of the coun ask themselves if they really want the same
try because lawsuits have destroyed the in bureaucracy that takes months and billions
centives to become doctors in the first place. of dollars to accomplish the simplest of
Lawyers need to step forward and put the things to be in charge of health care. On
welfare of the nation ahead of their own one hand if t he government were in charge
greed for a big contingency fee. The indus of health care, there would not be a prob
try needs to take a stand and support caps lem with expensive new drugs because there
on damages. If it fails to do so it will con would be no new drugs. The government
tinue to alienate the average person, dam would spend (read waste) ten years and ten
age the reputation of every lawyer, and dam billion dollars just to figure out what dis
age the future of the profession.
eases need drugs, then another ten years and
Second, I don't believe that simply 10 billion dollars to study what the most
throwing money at something ever solves politically correct color to make the pills.
Peop\e cotWmuaW'y coxwpa ve v\\e Vi .
anything,. Why is it that just because you
get old you are entitled to have other people to Canada and claim things are so much
pay for your medicine? I k now it's not po better under that type of health system. But
litically correct for any politician who says look deeper. Canada-does not have to worry
such a thing. It is not, or at least it should about where new drugs will come from. It
not, be the government's job to pay for your knows that because the U.S. market is so
prescription medicine. I know health care much larger it does not have to worry about
is a fundamental human need, but why is it funding drug research. It can keep drug
treated differently than other fundamental prices artificially low and there will still be
a continual supply of new American drugs.
human needs like food or shelter?
Government assistance in the form of Instead of looking at how our system can
food stamps or subsidized housing is avail become more like Canada's, we should be
able, and rightfully so, to those who truly criticizing Canada for increasing our drug
need food or shelter. But there is no gov prices by keeping its prices artificially low
ernment program to provide food or shel - it does not pay its fair share to fund drug
ter to those who can provide such things research.
for themselves. Government aid for hous
ing or food is viewed as a last resort for the
BY DEREK MELLO

Letter to the Editor:
One Student Who's Not Down With the King
BY BRAD PARR, 2L-DAY
In countries like North Korea, the former U.S.S.R.,
Zimbabwe and a host of autocracies and dictatorships, the
people have great celebrations for the birthday of their
president/leader/tyrant. Why is it we need to do so here at
GW?
Since the SBA is below the radar of almost every
student, the thing that most students care about is that our
weekly bar review and the end of the year parties are an
nounced and are accessible and inexpensive. It seems that
under our current Dear Leader, this isn't the case. In
stead, our Comrade General Secretary seems content to
organize bar reviews and parties to satisfy himself rather
than appeal to most of the school.
Let us consider a few things. After an end-of-the
year party that was too crowded, not well-staffed, held in
a venue that was scandalously small to accommodate the
numbers of people that would inevitably attend, and where
students had to line up outside, we are now treated to a
special President-for-Life Birthday Bash. This thrilling
event involves a significant cover, requires a dress code,
and even requires non-GW guests to be registered in ad-

vance with the ubiquitous DJCheo.
Even more amusing, this was announced almost a
week in advance, whereas the normal bar review is posted
Wednesday night or Thursday morning. Strangely though,
things that our Duce should be announcing significantly
in advance to permit students to attend (such as the meet
ing where the GW SA could explain why it's a world-poli
tics-debating-society, held last week) are announced only
a few hours before they happen.
It seems to me that our Commander is using the SBA
as a vehicle to go to bars that he wants, to have music that
he and his Politburo want (and possibly to help generate
business for his mate, the famous DJCheo), rather than to
provide what the vast majority of students want: a place
where they can meet to have fun with their friends, where
they won't have to line up to get in or pay an extortionate
cover or hike out to the middle of nowhere, where they can
enjoy cheap drinks, and which alternates between the chic
bars and laid-back pubs. The SBA didn't throw a party to
celebrate my or any other student's birthday; why should
it be promoting De's? More importantly, why is De not

dealing with things that matter—printing, poor facilities,
large classes, cut journals (to name a few)—rather than
shamelessly promoting his own grandeur?
m m*
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The State of What Union? Now These People Need
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES

Staff Writer
What really is the state of the Union?
In my opinion, the state of the Union is very
poor. I don't really know what I share in
common with the person sitting next to me
that I don't share with any random person
in any part of the world. That could be a
sign of international brotherhood, although
I think it is more likely a sign of interna
tional disorientation. America has no union,
no community, and that is because Ameri
cans are powerless to choose what they
think is moral. Without morality, there is
relativism, disorientation, and loneliness.
When I try to think of what makes
the United States different from any other
country, I tend to think of opportunity and
freedom. I have decided all of this is rheto
ric, plain and simple - most of the demo
cratic world has as much freedom and op
portunity as the United States. I say this
from experience. When I compare my de
gree of freedom to my dad's in Spain or the
relative opportunities available to my girl
friend in Australia, I just don't see major
differences. Where I do see a difference
between the United States and the world is
that America has more money, and it is
available to all who want to get it. Of course
there are inequalities in education, and
there is poverty, disease, and homelessness,
but truthfully, anyone of able mind, body,
and will, can become rich in America. But
money doesn't make union, having shared
values does, and there is little of this in
America. The state of the Union is poor.
Voter

art'\c'\pat"\orv \rv tV\e United

States is often below 50 percent, and the 50
percent who do vote often feel like they are
voting for the lesser of two evils. How did
this happen to the United States? When 50
percent of the people don't vote, one could
infer that there is really no union.
But I am not so pessimistic as to think
that the concept of union is forgotten com
pletely. The terrible acts of aggression upon
the people and the institutions of this coun
try had the effect of reminding us that there
are people out there who hate our union.
Therefore, there must be something to hate,
right? The 9/11 attack made us come to
gether as a people. But this brotherhood was
forced and ephemeral. September 11th
made people come together, but it did so by
the prospect of fear and the incentive of
mutual benefit in self-defense. While this
is certainly a benefit of a union, it is not the
most important aspect of it. The most im
portant aspect of a union is not the glue but
the substance it keeps together.
Central to the American morality is
its inclusion of many different moral stan
dards; because America is the melting pot
of the world, there are also many different

a Sense of Humor

sets of moral values. America has slowly
learned to protect racial and other forms of
diversity, but how is our democracy pro
tecting the views of the moral minority?
Like most of my friends, I watch my criticized television shows and pop musi
Some have mistaken morality with share of football. Nothing is more relaxing cians for promoting sex. Now they have
the political process which allows us to keep then lifting my feet up, hanging out, and moved on to beer companies. This puritani
our personal morals relatively unscathed by watching football. Most of the time, com cal crusade is dangerous to society. Televi
raw power. This process is embodied in the mercial breaks are synonymous with bath sion is a marketplace of free ideas. These
constitution and democracy in general. Sol room breaks for football fans, but for the crusaders are trying to shut down this mar
diers and lawyers swear to uphold the con past few weeks this has not been the case. ketplace, by dictating how television pro
stitution. Why? Because it allows for a One commercial has "piqued" the interest ducers can produce episodes and how ad
democratic way to keep our morals without of several of my male friends and me.
vertisers can advertise their products. Who
violence and what Nietzsche called the will
is
to say these individuals will stop when
Beer companies have historically
to power. Yet I say that if the object of the come up with many hilarious commercials. shows like Joe Millionaire are taken off the
terrorists was to destroy our union they From Spuds McKenzie to "What's Up?" air, and when Britney Spears puts on
would have done better to have left us alone, beer companies have merged pop culture clothes, or when beer commercials depict
because just as the world forgot about de with successful advertising of their prod middle-aged men in bars drinking beers
mocracy for 1500 years, the United States ucts. In this mold, during football games talking about their bad backs. In a sad way,
is laying down to sleep, cozy in its relativ the past month, Miller unveiled a new com it seems these critics would be happier back
ist nursery song. How did this happen? mercial. This commercial depicts two very in the days when television shows like I
Well, amazingly enough, the very instru attractive and well-endowed women debat Love Lucy depicted married couples sleep
ment that had been intended to keep a check ing whether Miller Lite "tastes great" or ing in separate beds.
on democracy ate democracy up.
I believe in progress,
"is less filling." The com*••
The drafters of the Constitution, of mercial deviates from
and I believe in the
#•• *
course, realized that a democracy can be the past jingle
rights of compa
terribly cruel to a minority, so they drafted when the two
nies to market
a bill of rights to secure basic rights to women be^ their prod• ,
4
people against the will of the majority. By
ucttoindigin to en- «
its very creation, the Bill of Rights was gage in a
• viduals.
counter-democratic since there would be no " c a t
\ If
a
need to have a bill of rights if you believed fight"
• group
that the majority would protect these rights.
a wants
and be
Because the Bill of Rights is interpreted by gin to
• to marindividuals responsible to none but them t e a r*
^ k e i
selves (i.e. non-democratic), the limits it e a c h * •
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wrong with catering to
A society of wise rulers implies a fun
The commercial then goes to
what males my age want to
damental inequality and a lack of individual
a bar where two young men in front of what see on television? I don't know about you,
determination, since the rulers rule, they
appears to be their dates, praise the com but quite frankly I was getting sick of com
don't represent. History has taught us that
mercial, saying, "Who wouldn't want to mercials where I would have to sift through
equality and individual determination is
watch that?" Well, the answer has become a minute just to figure out what product the
indispensable to maintain freedom. It has
clear ... politically correct groups who in company was marketing (i.e., those Nike
taught us that democracy is the best way to
my view have no sense of humor.
commercials). I like commercials, which
uphold the dignity of individuals. History
Critics have gone on the airwaves the are straightforward, entertaining, and you
has not taught us however, that unelected
past few weeks on shows like "Crossfire," guessed it, not politically correct.
judges may decide what is moral and im
and have trashed this commercial. They
Sex sells, and there is nothing wrong
moral. Morality is for the legislature, which
claim this commercial is sexist and degrad with that. People have been preoccupied
is in turn for the people.
ing to women. I think the critics are mis with sex since the beginning of time, and
The state of the Union today is that
guided to say the least. How does this com society has not yet devoured itself. Religious
the repository of our freedom and morality
mercial degrade women? If anything it is groups and other politically correct organi
is not in people and democracy but in a
degrading to men as it portrays us as Ne zations are not helping anyone with their
Supreme Court.
anderthals who are preoccupied with sex. crusades. Their joint effort is a fruitless ef
The right to make as much money as
But as a male, this commercial doesn't fort, which has been spurred by a misguided
you want is alive and well in America. Yet,
bother me. Why doesn't it bother me you and twisted view of human nature. These
people who believe in a government that
ask? It's real simple, unlike those who are groups aim to turn the clock back, and res
trusts citizens with choosing what way they
politically correct, I have a sense of humor. urrect the blandness of television. I, for one,
agree to live are constitutional aliens in this
I can appreciate comedy and entertainment think television should be entertaining. I
country. People who believe in morality are
when I see it (and, okay, maybe I am a Ne think critics might benefit from putting
without recourse in government, and must
anderthal).
their feet up, relaxing, and watching tele
seek company in themselves. The state of
Lately politically correct groups have vision, and if they are lucky maybe they too
the union is verging on hopeless, and it is
been taking aim at pop culture. They have will develop a sense of humor.
lonely in America.

INSIDE
HERSHFIELD'S
HEAD

Using a Bludgeon When a Word Will Do
BY ALAN TAUBER

Staff Writer
I am not a rapist. I find rape to be a horrible crime,
that deserves some of society's harshest punishments. I
support the attempts various women's groups on campus
to increase awareness of this problem and to help us all
bring an end to it. That being said, however, I must regis
ter my disagreement with the form of some of these at
tempts. I am referring to the numerous colored posters
containing poems depiciting scenes of date rape. These
posters, while discussing a very serious problem, do so in
a way that can turn off the reader, and thus lose the mes
sage. One in particular caught my eye. It asks that if my
status, car, money, etc. didn't work to get me sex, what
else would I u se? The answer I ca me up with is: nothing.
Why would the poster assume I w ould use anything else?
Obviously the intent of the poster is to statethat force should

not be the answer, and I agree with that wholeheartedly.
But I am appalled that anyone would assume that there
would be any further steps.
Now, not all of the posters that contain these po
ems suffer from the same problem of a bludgeoning mes
sage. Some of them deal with forcible rape, and some
depict common scenes of date rape. And I will conceed
that oftentimes a blunt message is necessary and effective
when dealing with an important and powerful issue. But
even conceding the need for powerful messsages, and rec
ognizing that most were not intimidating or accusatory, I
found myself swamped under the sheer number of them.
On a random board outside a classroom I counted no less
than 10 separate posters dealing in some way with Rape
Awareness Week, most of them consisting of the colored
poems. Now regardless of the tone or content of the mes
sages, anyone begins to tune out such a blatent assault on
the senses. I h ave the same reaction when I see the same

commercial numerous times in an evening. I may pay
attention the first time, but after that I mentally block it
out. This is not a big deal when the message is "Buy Nike."
But when the message is "Rape is horrific, and must be
ended," then the loss will not just be counterproductive, it
could be tragic.
Rape is a serious problem, and it needs an effec
tive solution. While some may feel that a blunt statement
is necessary, and others may go for the softer approach,
the whole message is lost through overexposure. I am not
saying that the posters should all be taken down, and I'm
certainly not saying that the problem of rape should be
ignored, or even that the message should be softened. It
may be good that I was initially shocked by what I read,
and it certainly sparked this opinion, which hopefully in
turn spark further discussion. If it does, then perhaps the
poster achieved its goal.
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This year's Barrister's Ball will be at the Four
Seasons Hotel in Georgetown.
2800 Pennsylvania Avenue
Date: February 21.

Time 9pm-2am.
Open Bar & Food
Ticket price: $55.00
Tickets are on sale in the Burns
Alcove this week. Get yours soon
as space may be limited.
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Getting to Know Your Profs: Professor Peter Smith
BY JEREMY MEDEVOY

Staff Writer
Medovoy: After having worked at the DOJ, how has
that prior experience helped you as a law professor, and
how do the two jobs compare?
Smith: I actually knew before I even went to the
DOJ that I w anted to become a professor, but I wanted to
have some years practicing first. The job I had at the DOJ
was not your run-of-the-mill litigator's job. I don't mean
it was more important, I just mean that the experience I
got was not like what most lawyers get. I worked in the
appellate staff of the civil division, so we wrote briefs and
argued cases. We didn't have very much contact with op
posing counsel. Because it was appellate work and the trial
had already occurred, I didn't do discovery, I didn't take
depositions, and I didn't have to argue motions. So, there
wasn't the sort of rapid-fire pace of trial litigation. And,
because it was at the appellate stage, our cases turned much
more on questions of law, rather than questions of fact.
Therefore, in many ways it was a very academic kind of
job - the arguments that we made tended to be not that
different than writing a law review article, for example.
So, for me it was a great job because it involved the kinds
of things I was interested in a nyway.
As far as the comparison with being a professor, that
was a great job and if I were to practice again, I couldn't
imagine a better one..., because I really enjoyed appellate
work. But, personally, I think being a law professor is the
best-kept secret in the world. Although I loved my job at
the DOJ, it doesn't get any better than this. It's a labor of
love. And, personally, I think that although it is not a pre
requisite to have worked to be a good professor, it defi
nitely informs your teaching. For one, I th ink students are
more interested to hear real world legal stories because in
the classroom, it seems very abstract without any real con
text. Second, it's hard to teach these things without hav
ing a sense of how they actually work in practice. And
fma\Yy, \ vVv'mV. \Yveve \s a gjowing divide in academia, where

a tot of j udges these days and practicing lawyers no longer

read law review articles. There was a time when they would
look to see what scholars had to say about a particular
issue. But a lot of scholarship today has become esoteric
and abstract and not as much use to practitioners, and I
sort of feel like we have an important role to play to take
difficult issues that are actually out there, offer our thoughts
and solutions, and then one day perhaps a judge would
read it.
Medovoy: What advice do you have for students that
do want, like you, to enjoy a nice family life and to have
free time to spend with their family, but at the same time
want to be able to pay back loans and make money?
Smith: There is no perfect formula about how to get
the dream job that balances everything, but a trap that stu
dents fall into is this sense that the weight of debt is so
crushing that the choices they make are incredibly lim
ited. And, I understand - we all graduate from school with
debt. But there are tradeoffs. For example, if you go and
work for the government out of law school, while you will
work very hard, as a general rule, you probably won't put
in as many hours as at a law firm. Also, because you make
less money, you also have more of a feeling that you are
allowed to have some personal time. And, government law
yers do find, especially after a couple years because sala
ries go up very quickly, that they are able to pay off their
loans. So, you will be able to pay off your loans -it's just a
question of what kind of standard of living you want to
have. If you want to work at a law firm because you think
that it is rewarding and exciting, then it is a great thing to
do. But the trap that I see for students who do it just to pay
off the loans is that as they start to rake in the money, it
becomes hard to imagine working for less because you get
accustomed to a certain standard of living. Maybe it isn't
fair to call this a trap, and I'm not making any value judg
ment about desire to make money. But when you are out of
law school a few years, you begin to hear stories about
classmates who are totally unhappy with their lives. It re
ally is a very personal choice. I don't mean to suggest that
one pursuit is holier than another one.
Medovoy: As a professor, what kinds of publishing

expectations are put on you, and how are they balanced
with teaching expectations?
Smith: I imagine that every school is a little differ
ent with either explicit or implicit expectations about how
professors are supposed to balance those things. I think
most schools, including GW, view their faculty first and
foremost as scholars. And, as scholars, I think the simplis
tic definition is that we publish - we write things that are
of use in one way or another. But there is a big caveat.
First, when I was interviewing at GW, I was particularly
impressed about how serious the faculty seemed to be about
teaching. And as a faculty member now I see how dedi
cated to teaching the faculty is. Second, when people talk
about being a good scholar, they aren't really just talking
about publication because teaching complements writing
and vice versa. I th ink a lot of law professors get ideas of
what to write about from teaching because when you are
preparing a class, you start to notice things. I t hink that if
you were to poll the faculty here, you'd find some divide.
Some professors would tell you, "I am a teacher first, and
a writer second." Some would tell you the opposite. But in
the end, I think you'd find that even people that say they
write first, that some people in that camp are some of the
best professors that we have.
As far as expectations, it is easier to define them for
publication because you are told what to expect. But this
doesn't mean that they expect less of teaching. Personally,
I get great rewards from teaching.
Medovoy: As the 3Ls are about to enter their last
semester, what advice do you have for them as they enter
the profession?
Smith: Stay focused. If you are not content with the
things you are doing in your first year, remember that it
gets better every year. But at the same time, don't accept a
job that is not satisfying to you. Once you have experience,
more and more doors open. Have the courage to make a
change if you are not enjoying what you're doing because
there are many ways to practice law or to make use of your
law training.

Ron & John on

Barrister's Balls

Dear Ron and John,
I just heard that Barrister's Ball is in less than
three weeks. I don't have date. I d on't know what to
wear. Since you two are upperclassmen, could you tell me
a little about Barrister's? Thanks!
-Carrie Clueless, 1L

Ron's Advice
Thanks for the question, Carrie. Well, it's never too
late to start worrying about Barrister's Ball. Remember, as
Editor-in-Chief Mark Hershfield always says, "It's never
too late to start worrying about Barrister's Ball. If there's
grass on the field, play ball!"
Now, I have no idea what you look like, but I'm guess
ing you're a little socially awkward at best and downright
nasty at worst (but regardless, you have a great personality
and I'm a shallow a**hole forjudging you by your looks
and objectifying you ... did I g et that right, ladies?). Any
way, as everyone will tell you, Barrister's Ball is NOT about
looks. This is not a fraternity or sorority formal or a debu
tante ball by any means. What we're dealing with here is
what I like to call a "Slopfest."
What's a Slopfest? It's a gathering of frustrated and
sexually defeated individuals (such as the afore-mentioned
Editor-in-Chief) looking to engage in a night of excessive
drinking and jerky movements (also called "dancing"... to
really horrible music) in a vain attempt to forget exactly
how pathetic their lives have actually become. Still want
to go?
Ok, now that I know you're brainless and have no
shame, I'll tell you what you need to do. First, find out
who's going. It's not a bad thing to go stag, but you can't
show up expecting your "friends" to be there. Should you
arrive and see no one you know, welcome to Hell. If you
happen to belong to "that group of people," you and your
friends should go together. But be wary of drinking a lot
before going. There will be PLENTY of alcohol there.
Which brings me to my next point....
The worst alcohol in all of the District of Columbia
will be served at this thing. Get ready for some Wild Tur
key and blue MD 20/20. Gobble gobble. Seriously, the only
reason they don't serve moonshine is because it's illegal.
On a positive note: you can drink as much of that piss-

water as you want. Here's a tip: give the bartender a ten or
twenty at the beginning of the night and you won't have to
wait for a drink all night. Advanced tip for Spanish speak
ers: learn the bartender's first name, call him by it all night
(in a heavy Spanish accent, of course), ask about his back
ground and family, and you're golden. If the bartender is
not Hispanic, stick to the money.
As far as what to wear - think of this as a really
tacky senior prom ... in 1984. Just look as "nice" as you
can. Don't wony, someone will look worse than you. Be
lieve me. Another tip: look for the idiots that come in tux
edos, point to them, laugh, then take two shots of Wild
Turkey for each moron in a tux — this is a drinking game
called Tux And Two Turkeys I just made up. Try it. It'll
make the night go by a lot faster and might lead you into
the arms of a potential lover in your section you never
really paid attention to. Actually, I have heard of couples
who (how should I put this?...)... copulated ... for the first
time after Barrister's Ball. And I have also heard of many
who tried, but were unable to seal the deal. They must
have missed the party. Maybe they went next door to the
annual Barrister's Blue Ball.
John's Advice
Thanks for the question. But seriously, honey, what
are you freaking out about? You were probably that girl
back in high school who had braces, an overbite device,
severe acne, and an incredibly annoying lisp. Wait a sec
ond. I t hink I sat next to you in the Soft Lounge. Weren't
you spraying saliva all over the place as you talked to your
group of friends, which you guys nicknamed "The Gangsta
Gunners." You h ave more problems than this column can
deal with in one issue. I'll just stick with your inability to
get a date to Barrister's Ball.
Judging from the fact that you are worrying about
Barrister's Ball, I'm going to assume one of the following:
you (a) are ugly; (b) have serious emotional issues; (c) are
a Nota Bene dating columnist; (d) are ugly; or (e) satisfy
all of the above. So, how are you going to get a date? Well,
as your mother probably told you countless times in your

life, some people aren't meant to have dates. You just
might have to go stag. It won't be the end of the world.
Sure, we will all point at you and laugh. But hey, I'm
sure you're used to it by now. Sorry, I'm just joking. I want
everyone to have a good time, so I'll give you some good
advice: DON'T GO.
Okay, this time I'll be serious. If you're enough of a I
feminist, you can ask a guy to go. You just have to trap
him into going with you. I've actually fallen prey to this [
trap on occasion. Here's what you do: (1) go up to your
victim - uh, potential date - and ask him casually if he's [
going to Barrister's; (2) if he says "yes," ask him inno
cently what his plans are with regards to dinner, partying
before the dance, and what his date wants to do; (3) if he [
says that he doesn't have a date and gives you no "warn
ing" signs about not wanting a date (i.e., YOU), go in for I
the kill and ask him to be your date. There's no way he can [
back out now. If he turns you down, he'll look like the |
insensitive jerk of the section and no guy wants that repu
tation when he's looking to date within the law school (but I
who wants to date law school chicks?).
Now that you have your date lined up, we just need
to settle on what to wear. Are you kidding me?! What is
the title of this column? It's not Roxie and Jen, damn it! If
you are going to ask two guys for advice on what to wear
to a semi-formal dance, then you're asking for trouble. I
recommend that your attire follows "John's Three T's for
Success": (1) tight-fitting; (2) transparent; and (3) thonga-licious. If you follow this to a T — pun intended — you
might get lucky at the end of the night. I guarantee that
your prisoner - uh, date - will be trying to get so drunk
that you, in his eyes, will start looking less like a manatee
and more like Heidi Klum. It's doubtful, but at least he's |
trying.
If a ll of my advice fails, you still have a couple op
tions. First, Ron never has a date. That putz has been try
ing for years to go to Barrister's with a chick, but no one is I
that desperate. This year, however, you apparently fit that
description and would probably make a g ood match with
him. Go for it. And if that fails, you could always take one I
of the "Desperados": Mark Hershfield or a Nota Bene dat-1
ing columnist. They suck.
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TWO (HEL)L©
BY ERIK BAPTIST

Staff Writer
So maybe my last column wasn't the
best, but it was still better than "Inside
Hershfield's Head" and "Maxiwuss." Those
guys need a lot of help. Unfortunately, this
semester has been rather uneventful and
boring, which does not help me find mate
rial for this column. I think that I'll dedi
cate today's column to making fun of and
criticizing certain aspects of this law school.
Wait, wasn't that the original purpose of
this column last year? Oh well, I think Chris
"Bitter Boy" McClintock fills that void
these days.
What's the biggest difference between
my first and second years of law school?
The booze bashes. What happened to
Thirsty Thursdays and fun Bar Reviews?
After a long week of school, there was noth
ing better than sipping some good ole keg
beer on a Thursday afternoon with a few of
the fun law students. This year, due to bud
geting problems or for whatever reason, we
have had way too few Thirsty Thursdays.
When the weather improves, hopefully, we
can have more of these bonding events cour
tesy of BarBri, Westlaw, or any other com
pany that wants to court law students.
And the Bar Reviews. What's up with
them these days? We've gone from having
fun nights in Dupont and Adams Morgan
to celebrating the SBA president's birthday
in some sketchy location. Like the end-ofthe-semester party, all of the same annoy
ing characteristics have been present this
semester: (1) D.J. Meow or whatever the
hell his name is; (2) dress codes that re
quire me to put on something other than
blue jeans; (3) cover charges for both law
school and non-law school students; and (4)
locations that I usually hear about on the
local news shows for crimes that usually
include the words "stabbing," "violent,"
"AK-47," etc. I don't know about you, but
the last thing I want to do on a Thursday
night is to go home and change into dress
pants and a shirt, drive to a shady part of
town, fork over my lunch money to get into
the damn bar, and then buy a beer for seven
dollars, which would normally get me a sixpack. I'm not blaming anyone in particu
lar; I'm just whining and complaining. Hey,
it's my column and I c an do whatever the
hell I l ike.
Man, I sound a little bitter today. But
it's only going to get worse. This law school
has one of the highest tuitions in the na
tion and it's expanding into most buildings
on the quad. That's nice. The "E" Building
looks great. Moreover, the first floor of the
law school will look like one big Soft
Lounge by this coming August. Again, I'm
as giddy as a schoolgirl. But what's really
going on with these changes? Most impor
tantly, the space that the school will acquire

and the "E" building have been primarily
designated for the administration and fac
ulty. The "E" Building Cost us about eleven
million dollars. Not bad. I'm glad that the
Dean's office is approximately the size of
Rhode Island - and is still expanding.
What's my point? The students are
getting the shaft hardcore. We will keep
losing study rooms throughout the build
ing in exchange for large, uncomfortable
lounges because they are more aesthetically
pleasing. The administration thinks it is
more important to impress prospective stu
dents and alumni than to ensure that its
actual current students are content. I t hink
it's great to impress others about our school,
but when it comes down to choosing our
school over another, two things will leave
the greatest impression on a candidate: (1)
the student body and (2) the library.
The reason why some students choose
GW over Georgetown is the student body.
Generally, we are more laid back and friend
lier than most students at other top 25 law
schools. In the end, our best selling point
is that the students are what make GW
good, not its buildings. The opposite is true
for Georgetown. But if students become
even more discontented with the decisions
of the administration, no one will be want
ing to sell that point. Not even the Cart Lady
- and she sells almost anything.
I also didn't know it was possible
until I came here, but the library showed
me that something can suck and blow at
the same time. From very drafty windows
to broken lights to rats roaming the lower
levels to desks that seat 1 ou t of every 100
law students to an inadequate collection of
legal materials to everything else that is
wrong with the library. I am surprised that
the school has not felt the need to build a
new library with any deliberate speed. I
know they keep saying that we need the
money to build such a facility. Maybe it's
just me, but I am easily amused that the
business, medical, and international schools
all have received new buildings from GW.
What do we get? The buildings they left.
But still no library. I love looking at pro
spective students' faces when they get out
of the stairwell on the second floor. Dis
gust and horror come to mind. And I'm sure
they know that students spend most of their
time at the law school in the library.
Well, I n eeded to get this column off
my chest. But it's a part of the TWO (HEL)L
experience. Sometimes, it takes you a year
to find out just how much this school lacks
in facilities and respect for student satis
faction. I promise that the next issue will
have some funny anecdotes because I have
some fun events planned. Until then, be
come bitter.

The Bar Review
Visions Cinema & Bistro
Bv TROY D. BYERS
Staff Writer
I pains me to think that I have been
in DC for over a year and a half and have
only just discovered this joint. Visions Bis
tro marries two of the greatest inventions
of mankind: movies and alcohol. And thus
far. the marriage seems to be harmonious.
Visions sports a full bar with a f ew drafts,
including Sierra Nevada and Yuenling (on
the isions tap), and a decent selection of
white and red wines.
Though it is a bar and theater, you
don have to see a movie, as the bar itself is
a cozy spot with nice mood lighting and
some psychedelic ethereal tunes. It does
however suffer the usual Dupont curse, it
tiny. But if you are going to see a movie, it
advisable that you not lolly-gag too long in
the bar, even if yo u have a seat, as the the
ater itself is quite small. You 1 want to grab
a good seat as it fills up quick. And if y ou
are getting a hrink to take into the theater,
tell the bartender so that she can put it in a
plastic cuf>.
,
Though I didn try the food there, the
unconfirmed word is that its best to eat else
where before showing up. And the loca
tion. on the north end of Dupont, offers a
plethora of dining alternatives.
You won find the latest blockbuster
big name film here. The theater portion
specializes in off the wall documentaries,

independent, and foreign productions in
short-runs that rotate on a frequent basis.
As there is only one theater, timing here is
everything, so Visions isn just a place to
drop by at your convenience and expect to
see what you want when you want. It rec
ommended that you go on line to catch the
movie selection and times. And I re iterate,
get there early to get a seat. Single run
films in particular can generate enough in
terest to get people to flock there in droves.
This is a good option to take a date
to. The bar is nice and very conducive to
conversation. And the kicker is, if your date
turns out to be loser that you can maintain
a conversation with, you move into the the
ater where you can ignore her/him. This
place wouldn be a great place to pick-up
someone at, as it is n ot much of a mingling
crowd when I was there. Apparently
though, there are some midnight flicks you
can catch that attract a more gregarious
crowd where you could meet someone. The
nature of Visions seems to attract an eclec
tic clientele tired of the usual scene (but still
likes a drink).
Visions is located at 1927 Florida
Ave., on the other side of Royal Palace on
Connecticut, and by Ruth Chris Steakhouse.
Get off at the Dupont Metro stop on the
Red Line and head north.

Nut s - N - B o l t s :
The Tech Junkie
By Elizabeth Austern
This edition of Tech Tips is dedicated
to printing, in celebration of the Library
Support Staff posting the instructions for
laptop printing.
- First, if you want to print from
your laptop instead of doing the
laptop-lab-printer shuffle,
follow the directions from
the Info Portal: for Win
dows 2000, you may have
to download extra soft
ware per instructions;
for Windows XP you
may or may not need your
Windows CD when you
create the new printer. As
always, if you have trouble,
send
an
email
to
burnshelp@law.gwu.edu with a description
of the problem, including what operating
system you are using.
o When you print from your laptop,
the job name as it appears on the print re
lease stations will be the name of your com
puter.
- Print jobs only stay on the queue
for an hour. If you want to hold onto a spe
cific piece of writing, don't send it to the
printers, change it, save the changes (elimi
nating the original), and then try to print
the original out hours later; instead save it
under a different name (most programs
have this under the "File" "Save as . . ."
menu) and continue writing. This may seem
obvious, but last week a girl in t he Library
Copy Center was desperately looking for a
document she had printed two hours be
fore but hadn't saved.
- It is difficult to track Lexis/Nexis

and Westlaw print jobs. Both services sup
posedly let you to check print job status,
but this works with varying degrees of suc
cess. Following are instructions for check
ing print status with each service,
but if you are having problems your
best bet is to use the direct-line
help-phones in the "Fishbowl" (red
phone for Lexis, blue for
Westlaw); the help-desk rep
resentatives can look up
your print jobs and tell
you what happened or,
more importantly, resend the jobs if there is a
problem.
o Lexis - Click
the little printer-in-frontof-a-clock icon on the upper
right side, under the "Help" link.
This will bring you to the "Delivery Man
ager," which will show "Active Jobs"- you
can see recently completed print jobs if you
click the link for "Delivery Archive," and
see the status of the Lexis printers by click
ing the "LN Printer Status" button (useless,
but fun to look at if you are tired of watch
ing grass grow).
o Westlaw - there is a "More" drop
down to the far right under the "Law
School" tab (it's the gray bar underneath
the blue bar at the top of the screen), select
"Offline Print Directory" to see jobs that
have been sent but not printed. If the job
has already completed (gone to the printer)
it won't be there.
o When in doubt, call the service
lines or reprint it yourself.
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SEXLESS in
the CITY
BY SARAH HENSLEY

Friends Can Be Lovers, Lovers Can Be Friends
"Men are a***h***s, Sarah," said my ex (married;
we're still great friends) when I told him of my recent ex
ploits (it had been awhile since we talked and we had much
to catch up on). This was supposed to be news to me. I
know that I give guys I like FAR too much credit, but I am
not completely naive—in fact, quite the opposite. Recently
I was even accused of being bitter. This accusation was
hurled at me after I made some blanket statement about all
single guys my age being worthless because: (a) they only
care about getting some; (b) they are womanizers who cheat
or don't want relationships and/or; (c) they have this little
problem where they're convinced they just turned 21 and
they have to drink and hook up as much as possible. (For a
! glimpse into the mind of the embodiment of the aforemen
tioned see, once again, Mini—I mean Maximus.) Okay, I
admit, perhaps all that does sound a little bitter (and hy
percritical since I'm a bit of a commitment-phobe myself).
We all have our weak moments, okay? Still, having re
cently met (within and without the law school) a slew of
characters who, almost without exception, fit into those
three categories, you can see why 1 might be less than
thrilled with my options.
So I started thinking (a dangerous pastime, I know)
and I realized that I do know some really great guys. They're
attractive, smart, caring, and they constantly crack me up.

I

Then what's the problem, you ask? They are my friends.
Let's face it, girls, when we meet guys we automati
cally place them in one of three categories: datable, do
able, or definitely ditchable. If you're a horrible judge of
character or you tend to give people unmerited credit (like
me) you may have to re-categorize every so often. Usually,
however, once a man has been categorized you tend to see
them only in that light, and your friends, no matter how
wonderful they might be, start to look more and more like
your little brothers. I find this is even truer if you live with
guys: like little brothers, they constantly tease you and
refuse to clean the bathroom ... and sometimes they just
smell. Still you gotta love them in that the-thought-oftouching-you-makes-me-wanna-vomit kind of way. See
ing them in a sexual light is just downright incestuous.
The same holds true for your best guy friends...
...Well maybe that's not the whole story. I've long
had a When Harry Met Sally-esque theory on heterosexual
guy/girl friendships that goes a little something like this:
men and women can definitely be friends, but, at some
point, one or both of them is going to be attracted to the
other. If you can survive that moment, you have found your
self either a "friend", a boyfriend, or a BFF. It's a win-win
situation. On the other hand, you can avoid the moment
entirely by befriending only attached guys. I think of hap-

pily coupled men as so entirely off limits that it s impos
sible to be attracted to them.
So what exactly is my point? I guess it all goes back
to where the boys aren't. Maybe, like Eddie Murphy, I've
been "bookin for nub in all the wrong places." We all know
where not to meet men ... so how exactly do we find the
great ones? Perhaps it's time to look at our male friends as
the ultimate untapped resource. I'm not suggesting you
randomly pick one and go after him (though maybe you
shouldn't automatically disregard that option ... if you
don't, let me know how that works out for you because I'm
definitely not about to give it a try). No, there are other
ways to take advantage. As I've said before, young single
men are all about the good time. Crash guys' night out and
meet their friends. Or just go out with them and have them
tell whatever hottie you have your eye on how great you
are while you're off "powdering your nose." (DO NOT
attempt with your big brother, "blocker" type male friends).
Finally, don't be afraid to play Cupid. Pick your most single
and wonderful friend who deserves a great girlfriend. Make
it your mission to find him one. As a matter of fact, you
can email me and, if it's legal, I'll advertise him here.
Remember: what goes around comes around, so you get
the double benefit of making him happy now and "pay
back" later on.

The Bitter 2L
BY CHRIS MCCLINTOCK

Staff Writer
First, let me explain the change to the
title of my column. "The Bitter 2L" was a
bit of a misnomer - not because I cl aim to

when all I r ead about was places girls can
meet guys. This information was useless to
me, and was nothing like what the head

not be bitter, but because it apparently gave
some people the impression that I am writ
ing this column only to discuss things re
lated to being a second-year law student.
The way I see it, law school is tedious the
entire way through - why focus on any one
part? I'm just here to share my view of life
in general while in law school. Frankly, I
can't think of a decent title for my rants
and raves - perhaps I'll just change it
around for every issue of the Nota Bene,
until I find something I like.
Having said that, my life at school in
the last two weeks has been troubling. I walk
around in a daze, trying to understand the
world around me, but I can't. Let me tell
you why.
Because of a rather noticeable omis
sion from the last issue of the Nota Bene, I
have NO CLUE about what sucks here at
GW Law. This greatly concerns me, because
I've been living in stark terror that I may
end up unwittingly ENJOYING something
that, in actuality, SUCKS. And I simply
can't live with that fear any longer. I truly
hope that we will again have a guide to help
me through this crisis.
I was also disappointed with another
aspect of the last issue of the Nota Bene,
aside from the fact that I'm actually allowed
to write for it. I couldn't help but have a
flashback to my old undergrad frat days
when I began to read the "Sexless in the
City" column. Its subtitle was "Where the
Boys Aren't." I was immediately shocked
and excited to read on, because "Where the
Boys Aren't" happens to be the title of a
series of pornographic movies marketed as
(I looked this one up on the internet)
"adult's most popular all-girl series." (An
interesting note: Volume 14 was directed
by the talented Chi Chi LaRue, whoever that
is.)
So, needless to say, I was let down

line advertised. Now I know how people
must have felt then - they thought I was
going to discuss 2L life, and all they got
was a diatribe about my car and sugges
tions of how to never get a job. Speaking of
which, don't forget to send me any insane
cover letters that you send out.
Anyway, it's not that I have a real
problem with the dating columns in the
Nota Bene, but I think that their message
is lost on many GW Law students, and I
am here to fill the void in those people's
lives.
There is a large contingent of people
who attend this school who are already
married or in a long-term relationship, and
I n ever see any advice for them in this pa
per. However, these people need advice, too.
They need to know how to keep a relation
ship together through the law school years,
because we have to admit, it's even hard
for the most greedy of gold dig
gers to tolerate all that a
law student can
throw at them.
I've been
dating my sig
nificant other
for four and a
half
years.
We'll call her
Kate, because
that's her name
(OK, that was a
Sirulnik joke, I ad
mit it). Anyway, I've
learned some valu
able lessons from a
year and a half at law
school while dating
Kate, and I'd like to
first run through
those:
1. Just be

cause you haven't seen the person in two
months does NOT mean that the weekend
of the journal competition is a good time to
reunite.
2. When it's the Thursday of your sig
nificant other's birthday, and you're at Bar
Review, and the person calls you, REMEM
BER to tell them happy birthday. Don't re
alize a week later while once again out at a
bar that you made that mistake and call
from that bar to apologize.
3. A social at an adjunct professor's
house just before first year fall finals is NOT
a great time to introduce your significant
other to your law school pals and convince
that person that "we talk about more than
just school."
4. If your significant other really
cared about what you learned today, they'd
be in law school, too.
5. Bar Reviews and Barrister's Ball
don't count as "real" dates or "spending
quality time."
6. Just because you now
know what the law
yers on TV are
doing wrong
does
NOT
mean
that
your signifi
cant other
wants
to
share your
wisdom.
So, yes, I've
made some mis
takes, and I'm grate
ful for Kate's under
standing. She has
helped keep me
grounded in reality
when finals arise
and when the job
search has me
down. However,
there are certain
things, aside from

the above notes, that can lead to a success
ful relationship while you're in law school:
First, and most important, keep a de
cent balance between your school life and
your private life. Bring your significant
other to social events with classmates, so
people don't accuse you of having an
"imaginary" girlfriend or boyfriend, but
don't bring them every time, because people
will accuse you of being "whipped," which
you probably are. And spend time with your
special person outside of law school, so that
you can remember what sanity looks like
and so that they don't pull that "your ca
reer is more important than me" routine.
Second, hold what your significant
other does for a living in absolute rever
ence. The odds are that you are going to be
the higher-paid one in the future, and that
can be hard to take, especially for boy
friends, but that doesn't make what they do
for a living unimportant or boring. Under
stand that if your significant other didn't
operate that machine on the factory floor,
thousands of tennis shoes across the nation
wouldn't have grommets in the holes for
the laces.
Third, always keep a sense of humor.
Don't come home and complain about that
gunner in your class and how he/she never
shuts up even when the professor asks them,
"then why are you still talking?" Tell the
story to your significant other as a joke.
Your attitude and outlook on your life and
relationship set the tone for everything. If
you hate school, your significant other is
going to hate you while you're in school.
And lastly, so that I don't end on such
a serious note, remember that as long as
you can prove a familial relationship, which
is easier when you're living together but
possible when just dating, it's pretty easy
to get a civil protection order against your
boyfriend or girlfriend. Try it out - I'm sure
that he or she will see how funny your new
skills are and greatly enjoy the practical
joke.
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MAXIMUS
Tips for the 1L Male
BY STEFANO FORMI CA

Popus or Quizzus?
When you go up to a woman at the
bar, pretend like you're trying to order a
drink, but keep on missing the bartender's
attention, because you keep turning to look
into her sweet hazel, (remember, most of
the time, they're hazel), eyes. Pretty soon,
she'll need to have another cigarette, at
which point, pull out your toolbox. Win
ston matches from Exxon won't work, and
if you pull out your lighter, make sure not
to burn off her eyebrows with the pocket
blowtorch in your hand. Instead, a nice box
of wooden matches, with a subtle stroke,
behind your palm, blocking the heat from
her face... slowly extend between the index
and middle finger, to the end of her butt.
Not only will her parchment be perfectly
toasted, but her heart will be without re
dress, and ready to undress into your life,
and hopefully, your bedroom.
The first time I tried that little sce
nario, not only did I almost burn the skin
off of my palm, but upon reacting to the
burn, jerked my arm, into her cosmopoli
tan, which of course, resulted in her six foot
five boyfriend ready to use my head as a
sulfur covered toothpick. The last time,
however, after years of careful practice and
refinement, resulted in my girlfriend decid
ing to leave me at the bar, because the beau
tiful vixen in front of me was ready to bear
my children. Ahh, relationships.

chooses B, you're in trouble. She most
likely looks "OK" in your 3-D Whiskey vi
sion, but that's just because she's plain. She
likes the environment, won't spend any
money to take care of herself, probably likes
organic foods, and definitely, definitely, is
against sex before marriage... leaving you,
as Professor Smith likes to say, Seriously
Out of Luck.
Question 2: "If you had a million
dollars to spend, what would you buy?" If
this Barker's Beauty happens to say "clothes
and a tanning bed," then you've got it in
the bag. If, on the other hand, she says, "I
think I'd buy a house for my parents, and
then maybe, a little loft in the city for me to
write my memoirs in," or something to that
terrible extent, it means that she's into that
sensitivity BS. It also means that she has
no inheritance, and therefore can't be your
sugar-momma.
Question 3: "Have you ever been in
love, or think you ever will be?" This is
the zinger. If she says "I thought I was,
once, but that turned out to be more of an
affection type thing," then you can count
your chickens right then and there. Don't
worry, her eggs will be hatching in forty
five minutes when you emerge from the
metro and into your love studio. Affection
minus love, equals sex. If she says, "I still
haven't found the right guy" or "I was in
love once" then you're in Barney. This
For those of us lacking in the creativ
ity department, attracting the proper mate girl has a bright neon sign on her forehead
that's pointing down to the other one over
may be a bit of a hassle. For example, at
MCCXXIII (1223 for my Latinly chal where her "heart" is, which of course, spells,
lenged friends) the other night, a couple of in large Seven-Eleven writing: DAMAGED
my friends and I were on an adventure to GOODS. No love there boys. In fact, this
find fresh meat. Of course, this experience girl is ready for a fight, a nag-fest a la
is made difficult by the dim lights and loud Rachel from Friends. If I w as you, I'd take
music. You have to be careful, you see, be two steps back to the bartender, and order
cause what looks good in disco neon lights, that Irish Car Bomb, and get the hell out of
with a splash of strobe, ninety percent of there. If you don't, you're in the slammer
the time will make you beg for dear life for at least three weeks, the smallest amount
when you wake up in the morning. Make of time before you can start ignoring her
up strewn all over your sheets, lipstick bor phone calls without having that terrible feel
dering her nostrils like she just got half of ing of "remorse" running through your
her faced waxed at Bubbles, and of course, head, nakedly, like that guy on the Nike
that hair. You c ould swear on the lives of Shox commercial.
So it's simple really. Three questions.
your grandchildren that this creature has
just bested your best disgruntled Spanish Write them down, memorize them, and use
swordsman, your ex-pro wrestler giant, and them. They're good conversation starters
also, and since you already know the right
even your Sicilian war monger/plotter.
What to do then? How to avoid the answers, you can save time, and money, by
loss of ten years from your life, only not not having to wait to discover these pivotal
from the Pit of Despair, but rather, from facts, martini after martini (at twelve bucks
the sight of Medusa's snakes slobbering all a pop, you could be sifting through her
over your Ralph Lauren sheets? A simple emotional waste for a while, reducing the
survey at the bar will do. No need to stop prospect of buying that "Girls Gone Wild:
drinking to destroy your beautiful goggle Barbados" video before you'll have to settle
vision, nor is a change of scenery neces for the KaZaA version. Either way, these
sary. This survey is a mechanism, designed questions, MAXIMUS style, are guaranteed
by people like me, not to curtail your fun, to save you time, money, and for those of
but to provide a type of sobriety test. you who don?t have it, like me, patience.
Insetead of testing your toxicity levels, how Enjoy, and let me know of your success sto
ever, you're testing hers, in particular, on a ries via email.
scale from one to ten, with one being man
ageable, and ten being, oh my god, what is
that thing making more than an impression
on my Simmons Ultra-Sleep?
Question 1: "So, if you could choose
between a Ford Excursion and the new hy
brid from Honda, which would it be?" If
she chooses A, then you, my fellow male
conqueror of the opposite sex, are money.
She likes to waste money, doesn't have any
conception of it, or is seriously under the
influence, and that my friends, equals a
good romp through the Kama Sutra, nine
out of ten times. If, on the other hand, she

The Adventures of
Kristen and Sarah
BY MINDY MANNLEIN

Back in Action
So some people have been wonder
ing why I didn't have an article in the last
issue. Did I lose my nerve (or perhaps come
to my senses)? Did I hit a dry spell in which
I couldn't even come up with a single good
guy story after six weeks?? Were we finally
so obnoxious that some poor guy (clearly
provoked) finally took us out?!?! Nope,
none of the above. It's more like I had to
deal with major computer problems, car
problems, etc. (including even - *gasp* boy problems), while also being sick - of
course! (Yes, God does hate me - do you
think it's due to the column??) Needless to
say, I now have a lot to cram into this is
sue!
It may shock some of you to hear, but
I was actually seeing someone for a brief
period recently. Not so shockingly, it didn't
work out. We talked all during break (fi
nally, a guy who not only calls a girl [per
haps a little too often...] but can hold a con
versation as well!), so of course, my first
night back, where did I g o but to Virginia
to see him! And you know what? It made
me come to the determination that perhaps
even worse than not having a holiday hook
up at all is having a bad holiday hook-up. I
mean, there's all that anticipation and
build-up... and then nothing but disap
pointment. How sad. Tarn was also talking
to one of his friends, but that didn't last
either. Is it bad ht at we started seeing friends
and then both lost interest in them (at the
same time nonetheless!)??
Of course, to heal our "broken"
hearts, we immediately headed to our usual
haunts in G-town. I think the best quote
from that first weekend back came from the
Pike at JMU: "I feel like a tool...like I'm
that guy." To which I responded, "Well
...you are!" Sorry, but the guy flat out told
me that he did not remember my name and
that he would not remember my name or
any other information regardless of how
many times I told him - though he did plan
on spending the night at my place. Hey, I'll
give him an "A" for honesty, which is al
ways refreshing, but really ... is that sup
posed to turn me on?? Please. As much as
he tried to pull off the wild, outgoing, upfor-anything persona, he just became an
noying. We actually suspect that he may
have been a stripper from the way he was
dancing up against the wall at one point (it
was a little disconcerting). I had fun with it
though - while he was taking off his but
ton-down shirt on the dance floor to wear
only the white t-shirt underneath, I started
yelling, "The Pike is stripping! THE PIKE

IS STRIPPING!!" He kind of paused mid
stream there for a second, slightly taken
aback. Not so truly wild and crazy after all,
huh?
Don't get me wrong, though, I love
the frat boys (yes, I d id say "frat" and not
"fraternity" - spare me the lecture). The
majority of the guys we've met out have
been in f raternities at one point. I feel this
is because, to make a broad and sweeping
generalization (which one should never do),
guys in fraternities tend to drink and party
more during the college years. Logically,
then, it follows that former frat boys are
also the ones who, once they go out in the
real world and get jobs, still go out and have
fun whenever they get the chance. They're
not like, say, my roommate who goes to bed
at 10 p.m. because she has to get up early
all week long (Hey, so do I ... but I party
till 5 a.m. on the weekends!!). We're still
young -go have fun!! So to all the frat boys,
I say: Love you; love your show.
We also ran into a guy from my sec
tion at Mon Cherie one night. I was buzz
ing pretty hard at that point so I was a little
unsure of whether it was really him. After I
mentioned this to Tarn, she of course
shouted out, "Hey, do you go to GW Law?"
and introduced herself. Realization quickly
dawned on him, causing the skittish reac
tion, "Wait a minute. Mindy? Tamara? Oh,
whoa, \ don't think 1 want, to ta\k to -you

two!" But we calmed his fears about that as I will now calm all of your fears (which
really is kind, seeing as though we thor
oughly enjoy striking fear in the hearts of
men). While it is true that I have written
about friends of guys that go to our school
- Baptist's friend, Hershfield's friend (But
come on - look at who their friends are!
Isn't that to be expected?) - I have never
written directly about anyone at the law
school. Frankly, I have no intention of ru
ining anyone's reputation amongst the en
tire student population (other than my own,
that is). I just tell the random stories of the
random guys we meet for entertainment
purposes. Period. So fear not! Merely talk
ing to us will not get you written about in
this column. Though if it progresses to more
than that, I can't make any promises.
There's a first time for everything, you
know!
As this babbling will no doubt con
tinue indefinitely if not put to a stop (I can't
believe the Pike said I talk a lot!), I will
simply leave you with a few final thoughts
from our road trip to see David Gray in
Philly (which is when this article was writ
ten, thanks to the new laptop - screw you,
Gateway!!). First, we saw athirty-five-yearold woman wearing a bunny hat. Yes, that's
right - ears and all. Explain that one. We
also discovered that almost any argument
can be won using the phrase: "But I'm
cuter!" Example: A guy in a Lincoln Navi
gator tried to nose us off the road, yelling,
"But I'm bigger than you are!" After hear
ing, "Yeah, but we're cuter than you are!"
he admitted defeat and let us go. Ah, an
other victory for Kristen and Sarah. And
the world is as it should be.
P.S. Don't eat chips and salsa while
driving. You may end up lost in
Conshohocken, PA. Stick with Herr's, it's
a safer bet. And another thing, it's prob
ably best not to try and see how high you
can throw a brick. Tune in next time for
more helpful tips for living!
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